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THOMASTON FACES ADDED TEACHER, CLASSROOM COSTS Gary
School Board and Superintendent Give
Advance Notice To Voters Of Intent

To Ask For More Funds In March

*

The people of Thomaston with I be necessary to increase the num
the $85,000 Libby School not yet ber of teachers by one for several
two years old are faced with the years 2. More classrooms may be
problem of providing new classroom needed to provide for an increased
facilities in the near future. A I enrollment.
steadily increasing enrollment in
Libby School
the lower grades has been noted
In the Libby School the sub-pri
over several past years with every
mary has over 23 in each of the
reason to expect the same in the
, two sessions. The first grade has
years ahead.
been divided into two sections and
Chairman J. W. Everett of the
, is occupying two class rooms, re
Thomaston School Board has is
quiring two teachers. The second
sued the following report by Su
grade has 39 enrolled. The grade is
perintendent of Schools Buford
obviously overcrowded if one conGrant. Grant explains the situation
j siders the 25-1 pupil-teacher ratio.
clearly and makes several sugges
[ Enrollments of over 30 in the lowtions as to how the students may
i er grades definitely retard normal
be cared for.
achievement. The third grade has
Changes In the high school
40 pupils and has been divided In
building to make either the gym
to two sections, 28 attending Libby
nasium or auditorium into class
School and 18 at Green Street
rooms go side by side with the pos
School.
sibility of adding rooms to the
Green Street School
Libby school.
At the Green Street School 18
Everett predicts that the voters
at town meeting in March will be third graders and eight fourth
asked for additional appropriations graders make up one room. The
to finance added teachers and fourth grade has 31 besides the
classroom space. The needs are eight mentioned above The fifth
grade has 31, and 34 are enrolled
outlined in Buford’s report.
in the sixth grade.
Survey Of School Enrollment In
High School Building
Thomaston
Six grades (7-12) are housed in
'The following paper is con
cerned with a brief study of the the high school. These six grades
present enrollment in the Thomas total 187 pupils, 18 of whom pay
ton Schools and an estimate of the tuition and reside out of town. Un
future enrollment for the next der the existing schedule, one small
room in the building is not used
four years.
There are two main reasons for during a portion of the day and
bringing this problem to the atten might, with some rearrangements
tion of the school and town author in the program, be made available.
ities at this time. 1. Tt will probably This room, however, is not large
enough to seat more than 25 pupils
comfortably and is very poorly
veiitilated. At the present time, no
A Warren Deal
solution has been found to make
of the large rooms available for|
White’s Market Changes one
another elementary grade to be
Hands—No Change In
transferred to the high school.
Personnel
building without materially Inter
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sidelinger fering with the high school pro
of Warren, have bought the gro gram.
You will note from the enroll
cery business known as White's
Market from Mrs. Marshall T ment figures that 16 Seniors will
White, also of Warren, to be oper be graduated and about 41 eighth
ated under the name of Dot’s Mar graders will enter grade nine. This
ket. The new owners took over means that more pupils will be en
Jan. 1. The same clerks, includ rolled in the several classes.
Future Enrollment
ing Benjamin Starrett and Mrs
In attempting to predict future
Gerald Emery, will continue their
enrollment it is of course neces
work under the new ownership.
Mr. Sidelinger is a veteran of the sary to consider birth rates and
U. S. Navy of World War II. He compare the number of births in a
was senior partner in the Side- given year to the number entering
linger-Smith FilL.-g Station on school in the corresponding year
Route One in Warren until April when pupils are five years old. The
last year, when he sold his part to ! table below lists the number of
births for the last eleven years in
Earl Smith.
Mrs. Sidelinger was formerly a the left column and the number
clerk in the Walker Grocery in entering sub-primary in the past
seven years. The figures for births
Warren.

in Thomaston, Entered School
35
1945-46
32
34
1946-47
36
38
1947-48
38
68
1948-49
49
33
1949*-50
42
44
1950-51
55
49
1950-51
54
61
60
40
32
A study of the above figures
shows that in 1910—35 were born,
and in 1945—-32 entered school. The
figures for the several years corres
pond quite well except in the year
1943 when 68 births were recorded
while In 1948 only 49 entered school
This is partly accounted for by the
fact that pupils have to be five on
or before October 15 in order to
enter sub-primary. There is, there
fore, an overlapping of years It
is Interesting to note that births
in the years from 1940—1946 in
clusive total 301 while the number
of pupils entering school from 19451951 inclusive totals 306. This would
seem to Indicate that the popula
tion of Thomaston is quite stable.
The years 1950 and 1951 show more
entering school than were born in
1945 and 1946

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1946
1950

Extra Teachers To Be Needed
In predicting the enrollment for
the next four years, It seems quite
evident that 55 to 60 pupils will be
entering In 1962 and about the
same number in 1953 unless a num
ber of people move out of Thomas
ton. In 1954, the entering class will
probably be around 40 In 1953 in
dications are that between 30 and
40 will be beginning school.
If the above estimates are rea
sonably correct, one extra teacher
will have to be hired in each of the
lContinued on Page Six)

Holiday Accidents

Triple Crash At Glen Cove
Caused $850 In Damages
—Tipsy Driving Charge
Considerable property damage re
sulted from several accidents on
New Year's Eve and New Year's
Day. A car operated by Mrs. Doris
Lankton of Camden hit cars oper
ated by Howard Holbrook of
Camden which she was trying to
pass, and the parked car of Manuel
Costa of Rockport on Route 1 in
Glen Cove early Tuesday morning.
The crash resulted in damages of
$500 to the Lankton car, $150 to
that of Holbrook, and $200 to Cos
ta's. Mrs. Lankton was charged
with drunken driving.
A taxi operated by Albert Vanorse, 43 Maverick street struck a
car operated by Ruth Nicholson
of Salem, Mass., early Monday
night at the intersection of Cam-

A

Great Big

Happy New Year
To All!
And to start the New Year

right we are closing out
all broken sizes in Boys'
Heavy Storm Jackets—

5<n REDUCTION

ON AU

27.50 Jackets

$22.00

22.50 Jackets

18.00

17.50 to
19.95 Jackets

14.00

15.00 to

MERCHANDISE

17.95 Jackets

H.00

10.95 to
11.95 Jackets

STORM COATS - S UR-COATS

9.00

BIG SAVINGS ON
MEN’S JACKETS ALSO

JACKETS

v

STORE OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY

’

9.00 A. M. - 5.00

P. M.

•5 00 per yetr

*2 50 aU month*

Polio Speaker
Cunningham Is To Address
County Drive Workers
Next Tuesday

Born

THOMASTON, MAINE

SALE

Lind Rockland’s Little Mr. New Year

are taken from the town reports
and the figures on the right are
from school registers.
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The little fellow in his mother's arms above pretty near missed being a New Year's baby for he arrived
at Knox Hospital just HHI minutes before .Ian. I passed into history, lie is Gary Albert l.ind. 7'- pounds
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert l.ind of 91 Mechanic street. Rockland. The mother is the former Xrielma
smalley. Mother and Dad are pretty proud of their little Mr. New Year but he has problems in the years
ahead when he will be railed upon to celebrate the New Year and his birthday all at the same time.
den and Maverick streets with
damage of $300 to the taxi and
$500 to the other car Vanorse was
turning into Maverick street when
the Nicholson car which was head
ing toward Rockland down Camden Grocery Store Flooded With Ammonia
street, was hit.
Fumes From Penobscot Bay Ice Co.
The parked car of Edward Porter
of Lincolnville was hit on Main
With Loss Estimated At $8,000
street by a truck operated by Wil
lard Estabrook, 135 Camden street
and damaged to the extent of $150
Loss estimated by President May ered by insurance. He could give
Monday afternoon No damage was
nard Graffam at about $8000 was no reason for the blast which blew
reported to the truck.
caused Wednesday afternoon when out the base of the compressoi
The ice making plant owned bj
the ammonia compressor of the
Seaman Injured
Graffam is located in the base
Penobscot Bay Ice Company in ment of a brick block on the sea
ward side of Rockport's business
Coal Barga Crewman Fell Rockport exploded.
Graffam said that his loss was section and is directly below the
FrGm Syndicate Dock To
$5000. including the compressor First National Store.
Rock Fill Tuesday
and 3000 pounds of ammonia. Am
The 3000 pounds of ammonia
AJJcn L. Lynum. 48. suffered five monia fumes destroyed about $3000 which escaped from the ruptured
broken ribs and a fractured left worth of foodstuffs stored in the ice making machinery filtered
shoulder Tuesday night when he First National Store above, he througgh the building to cause the
heavy lass to foods stored and on
fell about 20 feet while walking said.
Graffam said the loss was cov display in the chain store above.
from the wharf to the main road
leading into the Rockland-Rock
port Lime Company docks. He is
Break At Warren
a crewman on a coal barge which Worker Hurt In Fall
was unloading.
He was treated at the scene by Construction Crewman Fell Earl Smith Filling Station
Dr. Donald Brown and taken to
20 Feet At Dragon Plant
Burglarized During Night
Knox Hospital, where his condiWednesday
Afternoon
Loss Estimated At $100
dition is described as "satisfac
tory.” He is now being treated by
Albert Casser, 35, of Yarmouth
The Sheriff's Department is in
Dr. Howard Apollonio.
fell from a staging at the Dragon vestigating a break in the Earl
Rockland police said a com Cement Company in Thomaston Smith Service Station, Route 1,
panion also fell at the same time, about
4.30 p
m.,
Wednes in Warren this morning.
Smith reported that someone
but was uninjured. The section day. The construction worker is
of road where the men fell had reported to have sustained severe had entered through a window of
been washed out and partially injuries in the fall. He was removed the boiler room during the night
filled with rock, on which they to Knox Hospital by the Davis am and had made away with money
and goods worth over $100. He
bulance.
landed.
Casser is employed by the San was stiU going over stock to de
ders Engineering Corporation of termine the amount of loss at
Knox Pomona
Portland which is constructing the press time.
A coin machine which Smith
foundations for the new kiln which
Seven Tree Host Saturday Dragon Cement is to install this said usually contained about $20
was broken opien and the contents
In All Day Session To
year.
taken. Also missing was a radio,
The
workmen
fell
shortly
after
Be Held In Union
he had gone to work on the night two snow-tread tires and at least
New lecturer, Mrs. Greta Clark shift, toppling from a staging 20 one battery.
Smith said the
of Thomaston, of Knox Pomona feet above the ground.
thieves might have entered at any
Grange, has planned a New Year's
At Knox Hospital he was placed time after 6 p. m. when the sta
program for the all-day meeting under the care of Dr. Frederick tion was closed.
of Pomona, Saturday, with Seven Dennison and Dr. Howard Apol
Tree Grange of Union.
lonio.
Held For Robbery
Question to be discussed by Fred
Fernald and Earl Maxey of Thom
Rules For Nicholas Rockland Youth. Companion
aston, and Mrs. Bernice Young of
East Union, and Albert H Goss
Indicted At Belfast In
of Union will be. "What do you Judge Tirrell’s Decision Fa
$16 Northport Robbery
think is the greatest problem we
vored Mortgage Holder
must face in 1952?"
The Associated Press reports
In Photo Shop Suit
The welcome to the members ;
that Robert H. Knowlton. 17, of
will be tendered by George Day.
A ruling in the equity case of
Rockland was indicted in Waldo
of Union, master of the host Guy Nicholas vs Charles Wotton,
Grange; with response by George receiver for the Colonial Photo- : County Superior Court at Bel
Layr of East Union, master of graphic Service was handed down fast, Wednesday on charges of
Knox Pomona Grange.
by Justice Frank A Tirrell of Cam assault with intent to commit rob
den Saturday. He ruled that a first bery, and armed robbery.
Blinker lights are to be erected mortgage held by Nicholas was val
The alleged robbery was at a
at the junction of Birch and Mav id and the corporation would be Northport grocery store a few days
erick streets soon. The junction is able to redeem it.
ago during which an aged couple
a part of Route 1 which is heavily
Colonial has been closed for about were held up and $16 taken from
traveled.
The robbers
two months after filing for re them at gunpoint.
ceivership. Attorney Jerome Bur missed $700 which was kept in the
store.
rows represented Nicholas.
DANCING
An alleged companion of Knowl
Nicholas is a former head of the
firm and held a mortgage on! ton's one Philip E Goodell, 18 of
EVERY SAT. NIGHT
squipment in the photographic pro- [ Carmel was indicted on identical
cessing plant which was housed in j charges.
AT
The night the robbery occurred.
a Main building owned by Wotton.
State Police and local officers were
BREEZEMERE
alerted in a search for the sus
OPENING DANCE
pects who had been careless
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Lincolnville Ctr.. Rte 137
enough to let the license plate of
GRANGE HALL
Come and Please the Big Man!
their car be seen by the victims.
January 5-8.30-12.00
They were apprehended by State
Admission 60c tax inc.

ROCKPORT ICE PLANT EXPLODES
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Volume 107, Number 2
The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

Something of a coincidence wu
noted on Main street yesterday.
Two cars were parked there—the
number plate of one read 146,146;
George Cunningham, state repre
the other 195,195.
sentative for the National Foun
dation of Infantile Paralysis, will
Another baby sitter in trouble,
be present for meetings of workers this time in Los Angeles. Debora
for the Mother's March on Polio at Campbell, 16, is charged with
Camden and Rockland Jan 8. it strangling a 6-year-old girl with a
was announced today by Knox stocking Said she got the idea
County Chairman Director George while watching a murder mystery
Parsons of Rockland
j on television. WeU?
Cunningham will speak and show
movies to members of the Friends
I've said it before. I say it again
and Council at the home of Cam
. Vinalhaven, though a tiny
den March of Dimes campaign island community of slightly more
chairman Mrs Ray Worthen. Eat than 1500 souls, is the “clubingon Avenue, during the afternoon of est" place I know of. In the cur
Jan 8. He will also speak and rent Vinal column of The Cou
show movies to a group of women rier-Gazette I note, in just a hasty
workers for the Mothers March at glance. The Kanasta Kids, The
7.30 p m. Jan. 8 at Rockland with Five Dukes The Night Cappers,
the place to be announced.
The Home Economics Club, The
Cunningham will substitute at Birthday Club, and Just Another
these meetings for Mrs. Harold Du Club. Not forgetting, of course,
mont of Skowhegan. State Womens the Non-Eaters (who for some rea
Division chairman, who was re son or another, are not among
cently Injured in an automobile those present this time).—Arch
accident
Soutar in the Lewiston Journal.
The Mother's March on Polio
—o—
The man who introduced Sena
will be held Jan. 31 from 7 to 8 p.
m. All mothers who wish to donate tor Leverett Saitonstall at a Bos
their services for just one hour in ton Club luncheon the other day
the January drive are asked to had apparently consulted an old
contact either Mrs. Blake Annis or Who's Who.
"Our speaker is a director or
Mrs Reita Holden in Rockland.
Parsons, speaking today at the trustee of the Provident, National
start of the 1952 March of Dimes Shawmut, and Boston Safe Depo
drive in Knox County, said that sit and Trust Co.," the gentleman
about 2,800 envelopes and cards said in introducing the Senator.
The Senator jumped to his feet
would be mailed out in Rockland
| and said: "I am sorry, but that is
next Monday.
Mrs. James Cousens, woman's incorrect. I used to be connected
division chairman for Rockland, with those banks, but as soon as
said today that envelopes and I became U.S Senator, they threw
cards had been sealed and ad me out of all three.”—Globe’s
dressed by various women’s clubs i daily story.
in the city.
This morning's mail brought *
Other towns in the county are
expected to mail out their cards I pleasant surprise to the Steamboat
prior to the Rockland release date. Editor in the form of an Inquiry
Campaign director Parsons also from Mrs. Fred (Lucia) Burpee of
announced today that he and 141 William street, Portland. “Al
James Connellan of Rockland, though I am 93 years old, I am
County Chapter chairman, will well and able to attend to all the
speak Jan. 10 at the Washington activities that come my way. I
keep in touch with Rockland doings
P T. A.
»T
efinite quota has been set through your paper. It is still my
jiox County this year but vol- home and I love it."

.teer workers hope to top the
The item in a recent issue re
amount raised last year, the largest
ferring to "delayed snow removal
amount ever raised in this county.
on School street" brought a prompt
reply from the City Manager,
due to the failure of the item to
New Industry?
specify that the sidewalk was
instead of the highway.
Waldoboro May Get Second meant
The city manager says that the
New Firm In Vocaline
snow was not removed from the
Research Laboratory
north side of School street for
several days, and points out that
Waldoboro Town Manager Ralph
an ordinance requires owners or
Irving said Wednesday that there
occupants of business blocks on
is a possibility that a new elec
certain streets, to remove snow
tronics research laboratory will be
and ice from walks adjacent to
built in that town. He said the their buildings.
Vocaline Company of America is
studying the possibility of building
One year ago: Frederic H. Bird
in Waldoboro and that a decision was elected a member of the Exec
is expected within a week or two. utive Council.—Coast Guardsman
The company now has research Richard Willette and Miss Ruby
facilities in Old Saybrook, Conn., Jackson were hospitalized after an
and wishes to expand them in or automobile crash at Mirror Lake.—
der to take care of several defense Maurice F. Lovejoy was re-elected
research projects. It is expected to the Live Members Club.—Deaths
that only a few engineers would Rockland, Charles Kidder of Cam
be employed in the laboratory at den, 87.
first, but there was a possibility
that the project would go into the auditorium Monday night, Jan. 7,
production field.
at 7.30.
John Cooney of Waldo Theatre,
The program will feature a pan
is a brother of the Vocaline Com el discussion on "Teen-Age Social
pany president and has himself Problems."
designed the
inter-communica
Members of Mrs. Ella Gatcomb's
tions system which the company English Class drawn for the panel
is now producing.
are: Grace Philbrook, Joan Dun
can, David Deshon, William Mar- .
tel, Judith Fowies and Edward
Ash Point Fire
Hanson. Mrs. Gatcomb will act a*
Sample questions under
Philip Newbert Farmhouse moderator.
discussion will include: "How old
Damaged By Fire Which should a boy be before he has the
use of the family car?" and "How
Broke Out At 5.30
should a parent react to a poor re
The ell connecting the house and port card?" The program will be
barn of the Philip Newbert farm entirely unrehearsed. All membera
at the Ash Point Airport was con of the class will be present and
siderably damaged by fire early free to offer his or her opinion.
this morning.
President Marion Miller will con
Mrs. Newbert said that she duct the business meeting.
smelled smoke about 5.30 a. m
All parents and friends are urged
and discovered the rapidly spread to attend.
ing blaze in the one and oneRefreshments will be served.
half story section of the home
which connects the house and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
barn.
If I had my life to lire again, I
Rockland firemen, using the
would have made a rule to read
tank truck and water from a hyd some poetry and listen to soma
rant on airport property nearby music at least once a week.
were able to keep the fire from the loss of these tastes Is a loss ot hap
house and hold damage to the piness.—Charles Darwin.
barn to a minimum.
BEFORE THE DOOR
Some 500 chickens were housed Before the doorway of my home
in the barn and a riding horse.
I always pause a while,'
None of the livestock was injured. To see that peace is in my heart
And on my face a smile.
The owners are at a loss to de
termine cause of the fire as the I do not want to enter in
Where only love should be.
ell contains no heating., apparatus.
Until I've cast aside those things

17m

Freshmen Panel

Will Discuss Teen-Age Prob
lems At Junior-Senior
P. T. A.
The Junior-Senior High School

PTA. will meet at the High School

That nag and bother me.

So often in the daily grind
I gather dross and tares,
That come In valid, simple guise
And catch me unawares.
And so I pause before

my dear

For just a little while.
To put a guard upon my tongue*
And on my face a smile.

-By Edwin Cerlile;
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Tuesday-Thursday-SatiinWy
been beaten by one pin." But that
was just what had happened. The
last pin left was needed to tie the
Pirates Rallied But Lost By game.
a Pin—Some Low
Loveless had a "Regusted" look
Scores
on his face as he finished his last
It was a humdinger of a battle two frames with a 5 and a 6. and
between the Undefeated Ducks and would have given his right arm for
the pursuing Pirates Wednesday a chance to roll them over again.
It was one of the most exciting fin
night and the Ducks came near
ishes the fans have seen for many
getting their feathers singed as a a day and will go down in Vinal
result. They escaped defeat by only j haven bowling history as a classic.
Due to that epidemic of stiff
one pin in one of the most spec
tacular finishes on both sides seen necks now raging in VinalhMen, 'J
Clyde Bickford was unable to^owl
in many a day.
and
as no substitute was available
It started out like another walk
over for the Ducks, for they. Adams had to sit on the bench thus
seemed to have all the luck, the! making the teams each a shy man.
Some talk was made of protest
major portion of it falling on the
shoulders of "P M." Drew, who ing the game on this account, but
every time he rolled a ball, seemed the protests will probably evaporate
to charm the pins into falling all into thin air as It was agreed to
over themselves, with the result, use only four men.
Ducks—.Drew 254. Nelson 251,
that he got a nice 104 in his first
string, the best he has turned out Poole 305, Ducky 264, total 1074.
Pirates—Loveless 255, Peacock
this year.
His only reply to taunts of "Luck, 246; Peterson 267, Shields 305, to
Luck" was to remind the boys that tal 1073
you can’t live with the pins and
Poor Old Ganders
alleys the year sound without
It was just too bad for those poor
learning to call they by their first old Ganders again last Monday
names and getting pretty well ac night at the Cascade Alleys when
quainted.
they took another beating at the
The Ducks took the first string hands of the none too gentle
by 12 pins and all seemed well. In Worms. It seemed to be an off
the second string however, they fell night for most everybody and
with a mighty thud Poole's 89 be scores were low, very low.
ing their best string and the Pi
Ted MacDonald, Joe Nelson and
rates took this one by 39 pins, Harold Arey all had the unenviable
making them 27 up going into the distinction of bowling strings in the
third. Here Poole and Ducky turned 60s and while Ted hits that low
on the heat, in the 7th. 8th and 9th every once In awhile, Joe and Har
frames Poole got two strikes and a old caused quite a sensation when
spare to smash out his 120.
they hit it. Joe, especially seemed
Things looked pretty good for to lose his control entirely and the
the Ducks until Shields came up best he could do, the ball would
for his last two frames. He got a roll off the alley just when it
strike in his 9th a spare on it In should have hit the middle.
-x
his 10th and nine on the spare,
It was a hard night fbr everybody
leaving the last pin wavering. As but Herb Loveless, who came up
v
he turned from the alleys Vic re with a 284, enough to tie Captain
marked, "Now don't tell me we have Wymie for top honors, and bring
forth that smile that won’t come
Col. Lee O. Miles, retired Army of- , off. Der Captain Grimes was in
fleer, who turned amateur natural- [ pretty good form and as a result he
ist when injuries forced him from - was treading on air the next day.
Poor old Oanders. How have the
active duty in 1945.
The two talked over their ob mighty fallen.
Score Ganders vs Worms.
servations and decided that some
Worms—Grimes 258, Rae 278,
thing ought to be done about star
Nelson for Mills 217, Sanborn 258,
fish and sea urchins.
So Miles sent new specimens to Wymie 284, total 1295.
various scientists and likewise | Ganders—MacDonald 214, Smith
specimens of sea urchins. New in- 1 230. Loveless for Johnson 284. Wil
vestigations and biochemical analy liams 247. Harey 236, total 1211.
sis indicate that the two may be
It has been so long since some
combined into production of a high
£
protein fish meal which also would people made ends meet in these
include an exceptionally high cal- j inflated times that they wonder if
the ends really belong together.
cium content.

"Happy Memories" Was A Humdinger

One Of Knox County’s Best Teams

The Maritime Oil Company's
Handsome Calendar Adorns
Editorial Room

[EDITORIAL]
TROUBLE FOR CHEER SECTION
Senator Kefauver of Tennessee says he's not making a
serious bid for the Democratic presidential nomination, "but
if it’s decided that I am a candidate I certainly will get
going." With this man heading the ticket the cheering sec
tion would quite likely have its troubles Meantime is Presi
dent Truman listed in the cheering section?

The Courier-Gazette staff will
mark time in 1952 through the
medium of a very striking calendar
provided by the Maritime Oil
Company, reproduced from the
original painting by C. Ivan Gil
DID WELL FOR THEMSELVES
bert. and entitled Harbor of Happy
Despite certain complaints before governmental authori
Memories With the calendar comes
ties the New England fishing industry enjoyed a boom year
this description:
in 1951. At New England's "big three" fishing ports—Boston,
When the last nets have been
Gloucester, and New Bedford—landings were higher than
hung to dry, when the last traps
1950 for the first two, and at New Bedford a slump in the
have been drawn from the sea, and
catch was offset by a $4 jump in hundred-weight prices.
j the sails are finally furled aboard
Gloucester's estimated landings of 253,000.000 pounds pointed
' the creaking ships, the sailor conies
■ home to his harbor of happy memtoward an all-time record for that port, and hundred
weight prices were more than 80 cents above 1950 prices.
1 ories. A smiling port on the edge
of the sea he has loved, where the
Boston landings totaled 171.000,000 pounds and hundred
wisteria faintly perfumes the tangyweight price increase of about 50 cents from $7.86 in 1950
salt air, and the solidarity of home
to $8.35. The catch in 1950 was 169,000,000.
holds secure against the siren call
of
the sea. Stately old trees line
HE FOUND OUT
quiet streets, and here and there a
Parishioners of a New Jersey Church were urged in a
weeping willow sways with melan
questionnaire by the pastor to say what they thought of his
choly grace against the gull-flecked
preaching, and now perhaps he wishes he hadn't done so.
sky. Picturesque, tidy homes form
Of sixty parishioners who filled in the list of 38 questions,
an orderly procession along the
16 percent said they have not understood what the sermons
road, which suddenly seems to
are about and 20 percent said they are too long. ThirtyBack in 1901 Rockland was rid
There were three local players on Colby, F. A. Winslow, scorer, Philip swoop down in one precipitous dip
eight persons said Mr Brackbill is "convincing," five said he
ing baseball’s top wave, with a the Rockland team, Charlie Little Howard, manager, Littlefield of to the sea Riotous flowers tumble
talked too fast, four that he talked too slow, and after the
semi-professional
team which won field, who had been a member of Yale, Kenniston of Rockland, Lee ; over white picket fences, or peep
question: "Are there disturbing mannerisms?” one member
the Yale varsity team; Eddie Ken- of Salem.
brazenly between their posts at
J the championship of Knox County.
of the congregation wrote, "Yes—chin pulling."
niston, who played in the New Eng
Middle row, Litchfield of West each passerby.
! The four teams which made up the land League as well as locally; and Hanover, Mass., Clark of Bowdoin,
Down in the harbor the fishing
League finished in the following or Bert McLoon, whose star perform Pratt of Bowdoin, McLoon of boats lie quiet, deserted save for a
HOLIDAY DANGERS
der:
ances in center field made him one Rockland.
Holidays are taking on a new and terrible significance,
few crew members at work on
Won Lost of the best outfielders the old
as shown by the Christmas and New Year's summary. Traf
Front row, Harkins of Bowdoin, brine-stained rigging.
The sky
Rockland,
16
8 Broadway ground has ever known. Driscoll of Lynn, Mass.
fic deaths during the former holiday period numbered 535,
gloWs faintly, the cold purple
Vinalhaven,
11
12
and during the latter period more than 300. Nearly 1300 per
Following Is the key to the above
Oldtimers can still see Clark and shadows of the ships reflect upon
Camden,
10
12 picture:
sons met violent death on the two occasions. And the un
Pratt clouting the ball over the the glassy surface of the bay.
Warren,
10
14
fortunate part of it is that the next holiday season may
Back row, left to right, Cowing of fence.
, This is the harbor of happy
establish an even higher record
memories To the young man and
eers, has resulted in the Miami terrorism against Negroes
«gcond$2 and third $1. In case of his girl pedaling carelessly along,
and Jews.
a tie, the person having the point It's the place where they were
POSTCARD ANNOYANCES
As a Negro leader. Harry Moore was standing up in the
spread nearest the actual results I born, grew up and shall probably
The penny postcard, at which the newspaper humorists
line of fire. "Every advancement comes by the way of sac
will win. If you happen to see me die For contentment is the lot of
rifice,” he had told his mother when she warned him he was
have poked so much fun, has gone into the discard. With
in danger—words proverbial. Indeed, which mock not only his
around. It is all right to give me citizens of this harbor town, and
a background of festive scenery the cards often read, tantaslayers, but terrorists everywhere. For terrorism is always
your written selections, otherwise these two have memories still filled
lizingly, "wish you were here." But worse than that was the
self-defeating in the end.—Christian Science Monitor.
3end to the above address
with the carefree, playtime days of
card where the postmark was not legible, and you were left
Scores of the 10 games should be childhood, and the sudden tender
to guess the identity of the writer's Initials.
realization of first love. The old
day, together with my forecast:
Lincoln Academy-Camden:
I woman who plods on down the hill
TERROR SELF-DEFEATING
like the Eagles to fly high in this also finds beauty and strength in
The essential issue here is terrorism, not "racial
I *
one over a Camden team which the harbor of happy memories, for
equality”:
The unknown persons who killed a Florida Negro leader
Rockland Tigers Have Eyes On the West appears definitely weaker than a - it is the lodestone to which her
and critically wounded his wife with a high-explosive bomb
' fisherman husband is drawn at the
year ago. Lincoln by 53-46.
may be mere hoodlums. Or they may be fanatics who be
Lincoln girls-Camden girls: The end of each journey, and the final
ern
Tourney
—
Other
Results
lieve themselves fighting for preservation of “the Old South."
Crimson Tide will roll right on by port when his sailing days are over.
If the latter, they could hardly conceive of a way to do
The old man walking his dog may
56-42
more harm to the cause they believed they were defending.
Their deed betrayed all that was worthy in the Old South
Thomaston - Boothbay
Harbor: : be a retired sea captain, and here
The Rockland Tigers bounced
The set shot shooting from out
and flouted the fruits of education and enlightening co
near the water’s edge, he relives
back with a bang in Augusta side of Billy Hoch was the biggest Tall and talented Boothbay will
operation in the New. No one in the North will deplore
take Thomaston’s small squad by his exciting past in the exploits of
point
getter
for
Rockland
as
he
what has happened more sincerely than will the decent
Tuesday night to hand the Cony
his successors, and in the salty
people of the South.
plenty, probably around 53-36.
Rams a 55-44 setback and get back wound up with game high of 17
Harry T. Moore, college educated, was state coordinator
Thomaston girls-Boothbay: This yarns he swaps with others of his
and several times hit in the late
into
the
thick
of
Class
L
competi

for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
one will be a little different with aged fraternity.
People. A local editor (white) speaks of him as a “good,
tion for a tourney berth. Cony, stages to preserve the Tiger lead.i
Hasn't every one of us a harbor
Thomaston,
winning by 43-35
Justin
Cross
was
great
in
getting
.
law-abiding citizen . . . highly respected." Whether the
which had already beaten Portland
Wiscassot-Wahtoboro: The In of happy memories, a reservoir of
bombing which cut short his career is traceable directly to
the
ball
off
the
boards
and
himself
j
had been well-regarded and by
the famous Groveland rape trial and subsequent alleged
dians are about due to win their dreams locked deep within the indefeating them, the Tigers took a racked up 14 points before fouling
shooting of the prisoners by the sheriff seems doubtful. It
first game of the K-L season, but i nermost recesses of our hearts? A
out
early
in
the
final
quarter.
Also
(
seems more likely a part of a more general tension which,
long jump up the point ladder.
it will be close. Wiscasset by port of haven when storms threat
coupled with a political tolerance of gamblers and racketThey are now 6-1 for the season. sharp all evening was Captain.
en, a gladdening sight to a weary
45-40.
Bobby Gardner.
world. Surely you have fled there
Cony was unable to get in close , Waldoboro girls-Wiscasset girls:
: often, for solace, when you needed
under the basket except for Dave . A fairly easy one for the talented
it. For the harbor of happy mem
Rand who kept them in the game., Waldoboro six by 42-37.
Umon-Rockport: The big one in ories is built upon the shores of
until the final quarter with ex
| dreams corns true. It has endured,
cellent shooting. The zone of the Knox County with the Bulwer
| and will endure ,as long as men
league
flag
probably
riding
on
it.
Rams proved vulnerable both from
I will pick Rockport by 47-41 due must sail upon the seas of life,
inside and outside.
to the fact they have been playing and seek the fulfillment of their
Rockland led by 18-15, 29-20 at
oftener and Union has had little dreams.
the half and by 39-38 at the three
practice chances.
quarters. Early in the final quar
Union
girls-Rockport
girls: Killers Of The Sea
ter Hoch got two quick ones from
Union has a six-foot forward who
outside to give Rockland a cushion
can’t be successfully guarded, plus
to work on. In the preliminary
two terrific guards in the Upham Starfish and Sea Urchins
Cony's JVs nipped the Junior Ti
girls, but I can’t see anyone in
Enemies Of Under
gers by 44-38. Score:
their class taking the Whizz Kids.
Water Beings
Rockland (55)—Howard 2 (1); The latter should win by 51-45.
Demmons 2 (2), Annis (1); Cross
Killers
of the sea! The old phrase
Liberty-Appleton: Liberty has
6 (4), Johnson (1); Hoch 7 (3); been competing In the tough brings to mind stories of the savage
Cole 1, Gardner 4 (1).
Waldo league and should be too sharks, killer whales and lurking
Cony (44i R. Pickett (5); E. tough. I like them by 54-35.
octopuses.
Pickett 3; Rand 6 (4); Worthing
But the odd-looking starfish, to
Liberty
girls-Appleton
girls:
3 (3), Tardiff 2 (2); Stockwell 1, This one will be different in a most of us just another of the
Nevins.
toughie with Appleton leading harmless oddities which used to
• « * •
rest among the bric-a-brac at
43-41.
In case you didn’t see Tuesday's
••• •
Grandma's house, is one of the most
paper a "Pick the Winner" contest
The Rockland girls staggered voracious of them all.
for teen-agers and under is now through to a 32-30 win over Wis
Starfish, which are found with
on and I know that some of you casset Academy Wednesday. They as many as 20 rays, or arms, will
are already working on this Fri led all the way, but the visitors eat anything it can get its rays
day's selections.
Just to make were closing in at 6be end. Period ■ around, including other starfish, and
sure here are the rules again: scores were 12-5; 21-15; and 29-21. has an appetite that is never satisScores of the 12 games should be
Rockland played without the ) fied. A starfish will pry open and
clearly listed, together with your services of tali Gloria Bohn and eat as many as five oysters in a
name, school and class; send your Josie Soboleski was the high scor day and will devour twice that many
selection to Bob Mayo, Box 741, er with 18. Wiscasset was smaller of the single-shelled Pacific Coast
Rockland. Please do not bring but faster and the Rockland abalone.
your selections into The Courier- guards had a fairly brisk workout.
For more than 100 years the star
Gazette Office as the girls have Score:
fish have been the scourge of oysenough to occupy them now. Your
Rockland (32): Crie 1 (1). Bill termen of Long Island Sound, where
letters should be in by noon Fri ings (1); Soboleski 9; Leach 5; II- damage to beds and control efforts
day. The winner will receive $3 vonen, Burns; Hutchinson; Gali- cost annually more than a million
dollars.
The starfish devours its prey
through envelopment, literallyturning Its stomach inside out to
encompass its food, specializing in
young oysters and mollusks, of
which the abalone is most prized.
The sea urchin, a porcupine-like
underwater creature, looks like a
spiney plant, but actually is an ani
It’s on display—in our showrooms now—
mal feeding on microscopic animal
Brakes now have Cyclebond brake linings
Plymouth for 1952.
Protect yourcar against stallingdue saves your battery, improves win and plant life. A heavy concen
... to give you greater braking area and
tration of sea urchins will practo gas tank ice. Be sure of quick,
ter motor performance, reduces
longer braking life.
Brilliantly restyled—inside and out—the
easy starting by adding a can of ping and knock. Get HEET at
tioally wipe out the kelp and other
1952 Plymouth offers beautiful color har
HEET to your gas today. HEET
your garage or service station now
This great 1952 car has Plymouth’s fa
foods on which the abalone live.
ends starting-trouble due to gaa
and add HEET every time you buy
monies and fine car features never before
Capt. Tom Riviea, an abalone
mous 7.0 to 1 high compression engine with
tank moisture present in every car.
gas. HEET DIVISION, DeMert
diver for 20 years, is doing the un
found in the lowest-priced field. Don’t delay
a newly-designed combustion chamber . . .
HEET prevents frozen gas line,
& Dougherty, Inc., Chicago 32.
derwater work for the State of Cali
—come in and see it today!
to give you the smoothest, sweetest flow of
fornia. Riviea says he has seen
Plymouth's famous Safe-Guard Hydraulic
power you’ve ever known in a low-priced car.
starfish wrap around an abalone i
and consume its flesh in three or
four minutes and then go on to
Plymouth service is better service becaise our servicernei are enrolled in the Master Technicians Service Conference
another.

TOOK CONY HIGH INTO CAMP

lERVICEGHOEOTORE
397 MAIN ST.,

TEL 1090,

ROCKLAND, ME.

ONLY A SPECIAL
MAKES
SCOOP! THISPURCHASE
SAVING POSSIBLE
SAVE $2.00 TO $3.00 A PAIR!
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

SHEEPSKIN LINED

\1

Come in and see the

Plymouth

COLD WAVE
COMING!
15 DEGREES EXPECTED!

MILLER'S GARAGE, INC.
SALES — DESOTO • PLYMOUTH —

SERVICE

Rankin Street . ... Rockland, Maine

Add
to your gas

FOR FASTER, EASIER STARTING!
Diitributed By
FABRAR-WOWN OO.
;_ <? .L-r.' .. -t.
t* sum ST.' - xoacumv

Riviea related his experiences to i

65*

RED!
GREEN!

ALL FIRST QUALITY!

REG. $8.95 to $9.95

• AA and B WIDTHS

• SIZES 5 TO 10

Let it snow or blow, you’ll be warm and cozy in
these smart crepe soled, Sheepskin Lined “Yukon”

Boots.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
We are pleased to announce to the public that

Earl Chandler, Jr., formerly of Rockland Motor

Company,

Rockland,

has

joined

our

force

of

mechanics making it possible to serve you more
quickly and competently.

No order too large or too small to warrant

our immediate attention.
us do that motor job.

Drive in today and let

All work fully guaranteed.

MAINE WILLYS SALES COMPANY
TELEPHONE 700

ano; Dennis.
Wlecaewit (SO): Grover T (3);
SUM* 4 (1); Cronk 3 (1); Hun-

28 PARK STREET

■MiBiRlfiMMMUMMHUB

^ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Talk Of The Town

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 3, 1952

Inspector Frederick Tripp stated
Wednesday that the motor vehicle
registration bureau in Rockland
did the greatest business in years
J over the Ne-.v Years weekend The
office was jammed Saturday and
Monday by those seeking permits
to drive before the deadline. New
Year's Day. those who just hadn't
got to it Monday were in for li
censes.

Executive Secretary Nathan Ful
Municipal Court
Payne Urges Aid
ler of the Chamber of Commerce
is a patient at Waterville Osteo
A drunken driving charge against
_ ;zr~ *
pathic Hospital. He expects to re Mrs Doris Lankton of Camden was Governor’s Ringing Procla
• I
turn to duty next Monday.
continued until Jan. 7, In Munici
mation In Behalf Of the
1
pal Court Wednesday morning to
"March Of Dimes”
Lt. Gov. Philip Annis of Kiwanis await the results of a blood test.
Ninth District will install the of The charge grew out of a three car
The entire month of January
Jan. 9—Annual meeting of Knox
ficers of the Rockland club Mon accident on Route 1 in Rockport
County Postmasters' Unit. Knox
has been proclaimed as March of
day evening at the Hotel Rockland. early on New Year's Day.
Hotel. Thomaston.
Dimes month by Gov Frederick
Jan 11—Educational Club meets
Osgood Gilbert succeeds Edwin
• * * •
at Unit ers ilist Church Parlors.
3. Pavne. State Chairman Gen
Dor.ovan as president with John
Richard Ilvonen of Owl’s Head
gues1 spci,:ei J,mi- I Md
Three troopers who recently McLoon and P Willard Pease as was found guilty of drunken driv eral George M Carter announces
Jan 11—Methebesec Club meets in
graduated from the State Police vice presidents.
the Farnsworth Museum.
“Inasmuch as the ruing tide of
ing on Park street early Tuesday
Jan. 18 Rubinstein Club Guest School at Augusta have been as
morning and was fined $100 and polio continues to afflict children
Night at the F. rnsworth M scum signed to Troop D at Thomaston.
The Birds Eye trawler Billow is
Jan. 25—Methebesec Club meets at Trooper Harvey Childs, who was at the company’s -repair yard for costs of $4 85 He appealed to the and adults throughout the country,
February term of Knox Superior the March of Dimes continues to
the home of Mrs. Alex Vardavoustationed at Thomaston prior to annua] overhaul
The trawler Court and furnished bail for his
lis. Masonic street.
grow in Its importance to the citi
Feb 28-2a - "Journey's End" (De the opening of the school, was re Breaker left Saturday for Boston. appearance.
zens' welfare," stated General Car
Molayi at Communir- Building. turned to that barracks. Trooper 1 where it will operate in the
•• • •
ter "This volunteer health agency
Aug 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea Robert Upton is a=signed to South ground-fishing trade, until later
Albert Vanorse,
43 Maverick administers its funds to all polio
foods Festival.
China while Trooper Francis in the year before returning to street, pleaded innocent to a charge
sufferers, regirdless of when they
Woodhe.ad will work out of Dam red-fishing out of Rockland.
of driving to endanger on Camden were stricken
During the la=t
The Weather
ariscotta.
street early Monday night but was four years, over 600 Maine polio
The Harvey Gamage yard at found guilty and paid a fine and victims have been reported by the
Snowstorm No. 5 since the Win
The Legion Home and Elks Club South Bristol launched the 91-foot costs of $15.
ter began, but better than the sub
Department of Health "
* * * *
zero weather which was promised were both packed Monday eve trawler Pocahontas New Year's
The Governor's proclamation
ning
with
revelers
greeting
the
new
Day.
The
craft,
wnich
is
owned
for today. Along about this time
Edwin Howard of Warren plead reads:
(Jan 1-8) "Many good snows will year. Both organizations arranged by the shipyard and which also ed guilty to driving with no regis
Whereas, polio epidemics have
run the ski tows," says the Old special programs for the evening owns the trawler Eagle of Rock- tration in Rockland Monday after been more widespread, with 1952
to
entertain
members
and
their
'
land,
may
fish
out
of
Rockland.
Farmers Almanac. The entry oppo
noon and paid costs of $5.
the fourth successive year in which
•«* «
site tomorrow is a puzzle. It says guests. Theatres and hotels were She will be captained by Maynard
this cruel disease wrought great
"No U. S. debt In 1842 " Utopia well patronized with the hotels Lammi of Camden.
A case charging assault on the havoc amongst the citizens of our
_____
catering to parties and the the
spelled backward.
person of Merrill Coombs of Vinal country, and,
atres offering midnight shows.
Miss Bertha Platt, who never haven against Harold MacDonald
Whereas in rallying to the aid
1 fully recovered from wounds re of Vinalhaven was continued until of boys and girls and voung men
Oscar Levco, partner of David
The army of radio followers of ceived when she was a Salvation June 1 and MacDonald furnished and women stricken by infantile
Goldberg in the Knox Trousers
Company, was the victim of a hold Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra ■ Army doughnut girl with American bail of $25 for his appearance.
paralysis, the use of March of
up man in his father's store in will be interested in his change forces in France in World War I,
Dimes funds reached exceedingly
Boston the Saturday before Christ to the NBC chain. It is the same died in a hospital in Salisbury, Md,
great proportions, viz., the sum
DUTCH NECK
mas. The clothing manufacturer Camel program but comes at 10 to Monday. She was 68 and had been
of $79,000,000 for patient care
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merton
Benner
Special a Salvation Army worker in Rock
was beaten several times about the 10.30 Saturday nights.
alone in the last four years, and,
were business visitors in Rockland
head with a blackjack in the hands interest attaches to Mils program land.
Whereas, this amount was con
last Friday afternoon.
of a lone assailant who surprised because of a Rockland boy, Ernie
siderably in excess of the $41,000,Word has been received by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute, Mr. 000 expended for the same pur
him in the Massachusetts Avenue Johnson, is pianist for Vaughn
Beulah Ames, Sec. of the Knox and Mrs. Fred Chute. Mrs. Addie pose during the entire preceding
establishment. Levco managed to Monroe.
County Community Concerts Assn . Wotton and two daughters, Mrs. decade, and,
keen his feet and the thug fled is
Captain James Farrell, master of that 25 seats will be available for Merton Benner, Mr and Mrs.
police arrived at the scene. Al
Whereas, 29 States have experi
the trawler Wind at the time she the Community Concert in Au Austin Wallace, Mrs. Della Black
though carrying several scars on
enced their worst polio epidemics
burned and sank off Halifax earl gusta on Jan. 8. presenting the and Mrs. Clinton Gross attended
hls scalp, he has returned to work
within the last four years, and no
ier in the Winter, is now master of Slavenska Ballet Caret, may be the entertainment and Watch
one can predict when this upward
the trawler Dorothy & Ethel 2nd. obtained by writing to Prof. Philip Night service held at the Metho
Maine Sea Products completed
trend will be curbed, and,
The craft is owned by Ralph Sim Bither, Secretary, 32 Morrill ave dist Church at Waldoboro on New
this week the rebuilding of the
Whereas the National Founda
mons of Port Clyde.
nue Augusta and enclosing a self- Year's Eve.
company wharf which collapsed
tion for Infantile Paralysis, nowaddressed stamped envelope. Pref
Merton Benner, accompanied by planning the 1952 March of Dimes, last April. The pumping equipment
The Birds Eye trawler Flow is erence will be given to those hold
his brother, Archie Benner of requires the utmost public support
and steel storage tanks which were due in port Friday morning with
let Into the harbor when the dock the first fare to be landed at the ing such cards for the remaining North Waldoboro and Eddie Trou- if its great work is to continue,
ant of Damariscotta were in Au and,
slid out have been replaced in plant since Dec. 22. Heavy storms Augusta concerts.
gusta on New Year's Day to at
Whereas, the 1952 March of
their original positions
at sea kept pre-Christmas fares to
AN APPRECIATION
a minimum while the holidays kept
We are deeply appreciative of tend the funeral services of their Dimes takes place Jan. 2-31, during
Manager Dan Harris of the Hotel
which time the National Founda
the many courtesies accorded us by cousin. Frank Hall.
trawlers in port until last week.
Rockland will be host at a sales
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Smith of tion will ask for and deserve, gen
friends and relatives on the occa
mens rendezvous at the hotel on
Police have erected stop signs at sion of our recent fiftieth wedding Rockland spent Sunday with her erous voluntary contributions from
Jan. 17. All commercial travelers the junction of North Main street anniversary Our thanks go to the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mil the people of our State and the
selling in the Rockland area have and Rankin Block and Water friends and relatives whose hard ler.
entire nation, and,
work made the happy affair ex
been invited. Speakers will be local street and General Berry Square. ceed fondest expectations. We are
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase at
Whereas, upon the success of the
and state level officials.
Both junctions have been unguard especially grateful to the neigh- : tended the New Year's ball on New- March of Dimes shall depend the
ed for years and have been the bors, for the gift of money, to Gol- , Year’s Eve held in the auditori hope and health and happiness of
Mayncrd Curtis of Ash Point '
scene of a number of accidents Po den Red Chapter, O.E.R.. Miriam um of the Waldoboro High countless American youngsters and
Rebekah Lodge and to Mervyn 1 School.
Is a patient at the M .ne General
adults threatened by the grim visi
lice Chief Bernard Thompson said Flanders for the lovely flowers.
Hospital. Portland
Waldoboro schools opened on tation of polio.
Wednesday that motorists will be
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton E. Kaler.
So. Therefore, I, Frederick G
Rockland, Jan. 2. 1952.
2-lt. Wednesday morning. Jan. 2. for
M Sgt. Chester Arbo has re given a few days in which to be
the Winter term.
Payne. Governor of the sovereign
come
used
to
the
new
regulaton
and
turned to Fort Lee. Va.. after
IN' MEMORIAM
Mrs. Hartwell Davis of Friend State of Maine, do proclaim Janu
spending a 10-day furlough at then officers will watch the junc
In memory of my mother, Min ship was a Sunday afternoon call ary as March of Dimes Month and
tions
for
violations.
nie A. Ludwig, who passed away
his home on Lisle street. He is
Jan. 3, 1938. Not just today but er at the home of Mr and Mrs call upon each and every citizen
attending a Food Technicians’
The Affiliated Sonnabend Hotels1 every
to join me in helping to assure
day, dear mother, I reqiem- Merton Benner.
School at Fort Lee for several
have acquired management of the ber.
Mrs. William T. Smith.
months.
2-lt
Ritz Tower in New York City built
Burdell's Dress Shop Just re by William Randolph Hearst in 1929
Burdell's Dress Shop Just re
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT BY MAKING
ceived. White Dresses for Lodge at a cost of $17 000.000. It is the ceived. New group Junior Dresses.
YOUR FOOD DOLLARS BUY MORE—WE BRING
work. Misses and Womens Sizes 16 ninth hotel in the Sonnabend Sizes 9 to 15. 16 School street. 2-lt
chain which includes the Hotel
School Street.
2-lt
YOU VALUES EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK
Samoset here. Others are in Boston,
Due to the length of the double
Pythian Sisters will hold a baked Cleveland. Chicago. Atlantic City, feature Friday and Saturday at the
bean supper at the K P. Hall Fri and Palm Beach, Fla.
Knox Theatre the time of the
day night at 6 o'clock. Price 65c.
shows Friday will be at 1.30 and
Rockland firemen responded to a
1-2
one evening show at 7 p. m Satur
call from the home of Lloyd Dan- |
day matinee at 1.15, evening 6 and
Reduction on all Hats. Jessie iels, 66 Talbot avenue late Tuesday 7.45 with last feature showing
Aylward Hat Shop. 375 Main St., afternoon where they extinguished Saturday at 9.30.
BONELESS - WASTELESS—The Best Buy of AU!
2-lt
over Paramount Restaurant. 1-2 a fire around the furnace. No dam
age was reported.
Winter Clearance Sale. Alfreda
SMOKED
Perry, 7 Limerock Street.
2-3
GAME PARTY
Oliver Holmes official U. S.
EVERY FRIDAY
Weather Bureau observer, reports a
There will be a game party at
AT 7.30 P. M.
total rainfall in 1951 of 63.61 in the OAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday '
TOWER ROOM
ches. It was by far the highest; sponsored by the Civil War Me- ,
COMMUNITY BUILDING
ever recorded since he started his tnorial Association
Ampler* Knight* of (olumbua
104-Th-tf ,
1-tf observations in 1937. being 20.16:
IT’S ARMOUR'S STAR—THE BEST
over the previous yearly normal of ROCKLAND LOAN AND BOLD
ING ASSOCIATION
43 46.
Notice Of Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the
MARRIED
of the Rockland Loan I
Smalley-Kravitz—At Kadimah Shareholders
and Building Association will be !
HAM SHANKS lb. 29c HAM BUTTS
lb. 39c
Synagogue,
Worcester
Mass.,
held at the office of the Associa- 1
Sept. 29. 1951, Jack Smalley, for- i tion, 18 School Street, Rockland.
merly of Rockland and Miss Fan Maine Monday evening, January
PIG LIVER
SAUSAGE
nie Kravitz of Worcester.
14, 1952 at 7:30 o'clock for the pur- I
PURE
FRESH
pose of electing a Board of Direc- |
lb. 29c
lb. 37c SLICED
DIED
PORK
tors and Auditor and to transact |
Prescriptions
Stairs—At Rockland, Jan
1, such other business as may prop- I
Carefully Compounded
Frank John Stairs, age 91 years. erly come before the meeting.
Bacon Squares lb. 25c Frankforts
lb. 49c
HAIL ORDERS FILLED
Funeral services Thursday, 10 a. m.
M. E. MONTGOMERY.
Native—Med. Size
Yellow Quarters
from Burpee Funeral Home. In
47-0
Secretary.
terment in Village Cemetery, Dated at Rockland Maine,
EGGS
doz. 55c OLEO
lb. 25c
Thomaston.
January 2. 1952.
2-3 ■
_— ------------------------------------------- |
CREAM
CORN
STYLE

1
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THE YEAR'S BIGGEST STORY

Christmas Gifts

Many Groups In City Made
Concerned Ousting Of Gen. MacArthur It a Merry Christmas
For Their Neighbors
—Korean War Ranked Next
The needy and unfortunate of
Early on the morning last April Army colonel gave the world its
11, this message began moving on greatest shock, releasing a report
the Army network to Gen. Douglas i tliaL accused the Reds of murder : ing at least 5.790 war prisoners.
MacArthur in Tokyo:
■ including about 5,500 Americans,
"I deeply regret that it lias be plus 250.000 Korean civilians.
come my duty as President and
"The figures compiled by the
Commander-In-Chief of the United United Nations command." said
State military forces to replace you Col Janies M. Hanley of Seattle,
as Supreme Commander. Allied
chief of the Army's Judge advocate
Powers: Commander - In - Chief. i section, are far from complete but
United Nations Command: Com ithey) show a record of killings
mander-In-Chief. Far East: Com and barbarism unique even in the
manding General. U 3. Army Far Communist world.”
East. You will turn over your com
Big name mobsters came right
mands. effective at once to Lt Oen.
into the living room of thousands
Matthew B Ridgway "
That order from President Tru of American homes in 1951 via
man caused a furore seldom equal television as the United States
Senate Crime Investigating Com
led for political fury and debate
in American history It was the mittee conducted a full scale in
quiry of organized crime.
biggest story oi 1951
Those hearings, together with the
Bigger even, hundreds of news
paper editors of the United States probes of loans made by the Re
voted in the annual Associated construction Finance Corporation
Press poll of the ten top stories of (RFC> and the tax frauds that re
the year, than the Korean war and sulted in wholesale resignations
its truce talks, bigger than the ra and findings in the Federal De
pid development of fantastic pew partment of Revenue, were voted
weapons that President Truman Big Story Number Three by the
himself said would threaten civil editors.
The Senate Crime committee,
ization's destruction should another
given great appeal by the TV show
world war come.
Gen. MacArthur’s return, his ing. resulted in an aroused citizenry
dramatic appearance before con that turned on so much heat the
gress where he gave his now famous big mobsters began to sizzle.
The magic name of Winston
"Old Soldiers Never Die" speech,
and the Great Debate on American , Churchill returned to headline the
foreign policy in the Senate hear fourth biggest story of the year.
Though depicted by his socialistic
ings won countless headlines.
Second top story was the war in political enemies as a "warmonger"
Korea and the truce talks. Total in a nation that dreaded another
U. S. casualties passed the 100,000 war, the Old Warrier pleaded for
mark just before Thanksgiving Day "the last prize I hope to win" and
and the honored dead began com got it. At 77 he became the oldest
ing home again as truce talks prime minster Britain has had
brought hope, despair and hope, since William Gladstone resigned
bringing an almost complete halt in 1894 at the age of 85. carrying
to ground fighting late in Novem his Conservative party to victory.
ber after many tragic battles, Though his party polled one percent
among them the death struggle on less than the Laborites in the
popular vote and the Conservative
• Heartbreak Ridge."
A comparatively unknown U. S. party margin of control was slight,
Churchill set about immediately
the success of the 1952 March of to make Britain’s voice stronger
and more effective in the world.
Dimes fight against polio.

Rockland were well remembered
during the Christmas season as
baskets and boxes of food and toys
were distributed by the City Wel
fare Department. Salvation Army,
Elks and service clubs of the city.
The Welfare Department dis
tributed 75 boxes containing food
and toys for families including
close to 250 children.
The Salvation Army put out 73
b.skets to as many families, and
in addition distributed 500 Sun
shine boxes to inmates of the
Maine State Prison.
The Elks gave out 70 baskets
and the Kiwanis Club 20.
Both the Lions and Rotary
Clubs gave dinners for children
with a gift for each; 75 were pres
ent at the Lions affair, while 90
attended a Rotary dinner at the
High School.
The crew of the Coast Guard
Cutter Laurel entertained 15 boys
at dinner and a Christmas tree
aboard omplete with Santa Claus
and gifts.
The management of the Bay
View Hotel had 43 youngsters In
lor Christmas dinner and present
ed each a gift.
As club members purchased
items for baskets and gifts, mer
chants of the city sold at wholeale prices and also contributed
extra articles as their part of the
Yuletide program.
Value of the gifts, baskets and
dinners financed during the Yule
season ran into several hundreds
of dollars and probably topped
$2500 in all

Sale. 10 days only. Made to
Measure Suits. Men's and Wom
en’s.
Big
Savings.
George
Ryan, Thorndike Hotel.
2‘lt
Advertise in The

BAKED BEAN
SUPPER

FRIDAY, JANUARY 4

NORTH WARREN

LOST

Mrs. Iza Mank plans to spend the
Between Rockland and Waldo
boro on Route 1. a large White Winter months at the home of Mr.
Canvas Cover. Finder please call and Mrs. H. A. Hawes in Union.
Abe Small. Rockland, collect 57-R
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley spent
or 1379-W. Substantial reward of the evening with Mr. and Mrs.
fered.
Donald Mank Jan. 1.

SOUTH HOPE
GRANGE HALL
5.00-7.00 P. M.
Adults 60c; Children 30c
DANCE
FOLLOWING SUPPER

THE

PERRY MARKETS
J

SHOULDERS lb.49C
ft M

85c

HAM s lb.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

fisdcMese mcL.

■OUtSM MMB

V\ervice’ :< -

itOHKUVNlG

TO THE HYING

CARL M. S1TLPBZN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCR
SERVICE

I CLAREMONT ST&KBT
ROCKLAND, MR.
11 KWOl S’
fr. •??
TmQMAS’OM

SSdMA'.NST
• ’f
ROCKLAND

P*S(Al Mt

ROfKPOO

BUY THC TIRCS

YOU NCCD NOW
And Pay as Little as

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 39«—624-M
tit-112 LIMEROCK 8T
ROCKLAND. MR.

Ambulance Service

Zenith has achieved a triumph in
hearing aids with the ‘’Royal" and
"Super Royal.” Don’t let impaired
hearing slow you down another day.
10-day return privilege assures sat
isfaction.

MAINE
PACK

DILL PICKLES

Bone Conduction
Devices Available at
Moderate Extra Coet

C*m« In t.r IKEI 8la»)k Unlrifnratne Sa»

Km,

HITLER CAR A
HOME SUPPLY
470 Main 8t
Rockland, Me.
Tei

ten

Bnttn.ini tr.»h (ongsrl

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. MR
ll-DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE

qt. jar 25c

CHIFFON SOAP FLAKES
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE—BOTH FOR

30c

16 OZ. QQ
PKGS.

RICE, Fancy

2

TOMATO SOUP

3 tins 29c

Facial Tissue
HEARING
AIDS

NEW!

WITH BUilT-IN WATER

FILTER FOR WHITEST WASH YET

Exclusive new "Cleanflow” filters
rust and other impurities from
water. Now with EASY’S famous
two-tub washing and rinsing
action you get the whitest,
brightest washes ever.

AUTOMATIC SPIN-RINSE

PEAS
I

sw’:!.

! WITH 3 MINUTE

GREEN BEANS

get more out off life

PHONE 701

l-«

HEAR!

I

<.'■ O*"- i
«S>»1 »
rncifi’e'i|
rfif-liaiAl
t
is.. yG.-?Lt
xx;
k,

PKGS

Angel Skin
Pkg. 400

Hershey Chocolate Bits

you just turn a tap and the amaz
ing new Spin-rinse needle-sprays
clothes cleaner, fresher. Twoway rinsing action renhoves all
liuds and scum. Spins clothes
damp-dry. No wringer- No set
tubs needed.

NEW!

6 OZ.
BAG

Codfish Cakes, Davis'
Tuna Fish, light meat,

Choc. Eclairs 3 for 29c; Choc. Brownies 6 for 29c

$

\

WITH HANDY

SWING FAUCETS
They make EASY'S famous "One
Hour Washday” even easier.
Faucets fill tub, save suds for re
use, rinse and drain ... all at the
nick of a finger.

Formerly

$209.95

Only s179
and your old washer
(plus sales tax)
Terms: $27 down; $9.50 monthly
Limited quantity

Get Your Winter Vitamins the Easy Way—Drink
FRESHA ORANGE DRINK
47 OZ. REFRIGERATOR JAR

Qa

CENTRAL WVAINE
iPAHV

Courier-GasetU

154-1

F»pe Fwr
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PIANO. Refrigerator, like new,
McCULLOCH
24-inch
chain
Saw. for sale
Practically new. Living-room and Bedroom Sets,
LAWRENCE HUNT. Thomaston
Kitchen Stove; also other miscel
1*3 laneous Household Furnishings for
sale; 28 ELM ST.
2*3
TWO Bcndix Automatic Electric i
Driers for sale; in good condition.
Reasonable.
Inquire
ARTHUR '
SMALLEY. 235 Main St.
2-3 I
FORD. 1937. Sedan for sale; j
good tires, good running condi- |
tion qu. .; sale. $145 R S. JOR
DAN, 6 Kelley Lane, city.
2*4 j
~9 .0 CHEVROLET 4-door Sedan
for -ale Radio, heater, oil filter,
orig. owner. VIRGIL JACKSON.
Tel. 2102, Camden.
2-4
POT Burner for sale, new sac
rificed for quick sale, $45; 80 Ma- i
sonic St. PHONE 610._______ Itf !
CLOSE-Out on all Dual Truck
ALCOHOL anti-freeze for sale. Chain. . 1-2 prjfe BITLER S. 470
Main St. Tel. 677.
156-2
90c per gallon.
Why pay more? -----------------------------------------------I
Tip-Top quality. BUTLER'S. 470
LAYING Pullets for sale. TEL.
Main St. Tel. 677.
156-2 Union 21-15
156*2
WAREHOUSE Goods for sale.
FOR SALE
I
Pur Coat size 12, good condition,
1941 Dodge 4 wheel Drive 2 yd. |
Kelvinator Ref. 7 cubic ft.. Vise, dump body truck. Blade Plow and
Tool Chest, Black Kitchen Stove Wing, and plow attachment, Good
with oil burners, and many other Rubber and in First Class Con- I
articles. ARTHUR GROVER 51 dition. will sell complete, or sepa
Pine St., Tel. 953-R.__________ 1*3 rate This truck will do you some !
hard work, and go almost any
STORM WINDOWS
where. with the four wheels driv
ing. Price Reasonable.
Made of Guaranteed Rustless
Also 1942 Chevrolet 2-door sedan
Aluminum
in the oest of condition. New mo
BURROWES Corp, of Portland
tor job.
Cash or Terms
Also 1941 Studebaker 4 dr. sedan,
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
best of condition, rubber and all.
113 Camden St.
A dandy Model A. Sedan, 24 pas
123-S-Th-tf
senger Dodge bus. A-l condition,
2 COMMERCIAL used Refrigere. - as well as some other cheap cars.
tors, <20-ft. cap), perfect con
Cash, trade or terms, Shawmut
dition for sale. Pew used refrig Bank Finance.
erators, stoves, oil and wood or
HAROLD B KALER,
coal burning heaters A good
Open Sundays
Home Lighting Plant Cheap. H B.
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25 156-5
KALER. Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
Open Sundays.
156-5
TO LET
WASHING Machine for sale.
Good condition; also some fireplace
LARGE Room to let, kitchen j
wood. MRS SIDNEY SEGAL. 57 privileges if desired; 24 School St. 1
Talbot ave.
156-2
| TEL. 1448-J
2-4 •
POUR Boys’ Suits, size 16, in
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let,
excellent condition. TEL. 6C9-J.
1*3 3 rooms and ba-th, partial heat,
lights and water, elec. ref. Adults
CIRCULATING Heater
with only; 48 South St. TEL. 8C4-M.
single oil burner for sale, sleeve
2*4
type, $40. TEL. Warren 89-2.
FIVE-Room Apt. to let, all mod
156-2
ern improvements. DAVID RU
ONE New Wood Bos Cham Saw BENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave. Tel.
for sale, will sell much less than 1285.
2-4
retail price. A bargain if you need
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to
one. I have plenty more to sell.
Whatever you might need see let. modern conveniences, also
KALER, at Washington, Me. Tel. 4-room. unfurnished Apt., private |
5-25. Open Sundays
156-5 bath. Heat, hot water furnished,
both apts. Apply MRS. MAYO,
12 Elm St.
1-3
FREE! NO CHARGE
FIVE-Room and bath Apt. to let;
YOUR ELECTROLUX CLEANER 11 CEDAR ST.
1*3
Checked by Factory Service
MODERATE
Rent
to
adults,
unRepresentative
fura. 2-rm. Apt. priv. bath, re
Der. 29 through Jan. 4
frigerator. tove, cabinet sink. Good
TEL. 395-M
Rockland location. TEL Camden
156-2 2853.
156*2
SINGLE house to let; furnished,
IP you need New Refrigerators, 3 rooms and bath. TEL. 226. 155-tf
Deep Freezers, Electric Washing
SMALL fur. Apts, to let. Apply
machines, electric, or gas, oil or
149tf
wood combinations stoves, or stoves In Person, 11 JAMES ST.
HALL House. 76 PARK ST.,
of any kind, Youngstown or Tracy
Sinks, colored bathroom sets, or to let. unfurnished, adults only. In
145tf
anything in the appliance line, we quire after 5 p. m.
have it, and we have prices lower
FURNISHED Apartment, 2 or 3
than other dealers. We have F.H.A. rooms. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant
and Shawmut Bank Finance Call St. Tel. 289-M.
144tf
around and see us HAROLD B
UNFURNISHED Rent to let, 18
KALER, Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. Masonic St. Apply to MRS. MILLS,
Open Sundays.
11 Masonic St.
.
142tf .
The one place left where the
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let,
dollar will buy more than a dollar's
138tf
worth.
156-5 Willow St. TEL. 939.
HEATED and unheated furnished !
BALED Hay for sale, at barn or
delivered. Excellent quality. None Apts to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77 i
Itf
of it rained on. Only a few tons Park St. Tels. 8060 or 1284.
to offer, so call early. For full
SANDING Machine and polisher
information call NEIL RUSSELL, to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
West Meadow Rd. Tel. 408.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
148tf r*O «4O Vfalr SH
Mf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY

ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

MEN'S, Women’s and children’s
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE’S
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
daily, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m„
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
98tf
ROOFING AND SIDING

TTTE-ON, fire-resistant roofs, 20
kinds of aiding, repair work, metal
windows, and doors.
Free esti
mates, monthly payments. CALL
1213-M or write P. O. Box 424.
Rockland.______________________ lOltf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.

HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han A aonj, Clark Island, Me.
Tet Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's
Harbor M-1L
1-tf

REAL ESTATE

ALENA L. STARRETT

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Correspondent
Telephone 49
Mrs Clara Leach has been re
elected most excellent chief of
Crescent Temple, P S. Other offi
cers elected for the coming year
are: Mrs. Lillian Simmons, ex
cellent senior; Mrs. Mary Cream
er. excellent junior; Mrs Shirley
Bowley, manager; Miss Doris
Hyler. secretary; Mrs. Mildred
Gammon, treasurer; Mrs. Helen
Searle. protector; Mrs. Marion
Manner, guard and Mrs Gertrude
Weaverfl, past chief. Trustees are
Mrs Mattie Kalloch, Mrs. Shirley
Bowley, and Mrs. Alice Peabody.
Date of installation has been set
for Jan. 25.
Kenneth Farris, FA., on board
the USS. light cruiser, Worcester
visited friends here Monday and
Tuesday, and was also guest at
Union of his brother-in-law, and
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Smith.
Mrs. Dyson Jameson entertained
the members of the Mystery Circle
at a Christmas party at her home
Monday evening, with 13 present.
Decorations were in the holiday
colors, and candle-lighting was
used at the time of serving re
freshments Plans were made for
the next circle meeting to be held
Jan. 15 at the home of Mrs. Wil
liam Stanford.
Miss Bertha Starrett left Wed
nesday for Wakefield, Mass, for a
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Kelso.
The monthly public suppers by
the Congregational Ladies’ Circle
will be omitted through the
months of January and February.
Miss Ethel Wiley, who passed
the Christmas vacation with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Feyler. and other
relatives in this town, left Monday
to return to Woodstock, Va . where
she will resume her teaching du
ties in the public schools, Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear and
two sons, Edward Ellis, and James
Abbott ret'jned today to Newton
Centre, Mass., after passing the
holidays with her father, Forrest
Spear.
The annual meeting with elec
tion of officers for the coming
year, will be held Friday evening
by Ivy chapter, O.E.S. Committee
appointed to serve refreshments
that evening are, Mrs. Irma Pietila, Mrs. Shirley Pietila, and Mrs.
Lillian Simmons.
Leroy M. McCluskey, Knox
County Director of Civil Defense,
will be the guest speaker, Thurs
day evening at the annual meeting
of the Baptist Men’s Forum. His
subject will be civil defense, and
he will show a film on the effects
of the atom bomb. New officers
for the coming year will be elect
ed by the Forum.
Mrs. Grace Wyllie attended the
representative assembly of the
Maine Teachers’ Association held
Thursday and Friday last week,
in Augusta, where plans were made
for the 1952 annual meeting of the
MTA.

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Winslow of
Nobleboro are spending the Winter
at L. W. Osier’s.
Miss Geraldine Prior returned
home Friday from Virginia, where
she has been visiting for two weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Withman
have gone to Connecticut, where
they have emloyment.
Mr. and Mrs. Aster Willey spent
Christmas with Mrs. Willey’s sis
ter, Katie Eugley at Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Genthner have moved into Burton Car ,
ter’s house.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner !
of New Britain, Conn., spent the '

WANTED

i

CAPABLE Girl wanted for gen
FOR SALE
eral housework, must be fond of
Cape Cod Style House, nicely children. Live in. Write to BOX
located; hardwood floors, full bath. 785. Rockland, Me.
2-4
Ask to see it.
GOOD Homes for three puppies
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
wanted. Good hunting stock. 3
163 Main St. Rockland, Tel. 730 months old. Call MR. DALEY,
2-lt Camden 8267.
2*It
REAL ESTATE
PART TIME Courses open to all
Small 45 acre Farm in Union, on at the Rockland School of Com
Route 17. buildings need some re merce day school. TEL. 148 for
pair, lights and well water, the details.
2-3
price is right, and will take mort
RELIABLE Woman wanted in
gage for part.
House and Barn 2 acres of land home to care for children, in re
in Washington, would make a First turn for good home. Write RALPH
Class Hunting Lodge.
Will sell A. FITCH, 26 Shepard Lane, Bath,
Me.
2-4
cheap.
Call around and see KALER at
YOUNG Woman wants oppor
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25.
156-5 tunity to do general housework.
TWO-APT. House at 49 Park St. Good cook, fond of children. Pre
for sale, occupied at present. Price fers to live out. References fur
right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA nished. Is available at once. MISS
RAGE. 118 Park St. Tel. 475. »5tf KATHARINE JOHNSON. Phone
8060, city.
2*4
POSITION wanted, doing gen
eral housework. References. TEL.
1537. ________________________ P3
FOR SALE
i
FIVE to seven-room House wanted
I
to
rent
in
vicinity
of
Rockland
for
6-ROOM BUNGALOW
plant foreman. Call ROCKLAND
IN ROCKLAND
POULTRY CO. Tel. 1396.
148tf
ALL HARDWOOD FLOORS
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
OIL HEAT
Union 8L, Grove St. entrance- Tel.
MODERN BATH
1680. EVA AMES.______________ 154*3
CONTINUOUS HOT WATER

■■■■■■■

CONTACT CAMDEN 404
156-2

East Coast Stings

Plymouth’s Pace-Setting New Belvedere

WARREN

DON'T
discard
antique furniture

your
Call

old

or

Cushing Woman Wouldn’t
Mind Them If She Could
Get To Florida Again

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Messer, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
children, Douglass. Stephen and
I read your piece about the stinga
Linda of Wallingford, Conn., spent folks were getting down in Florida
i Christmas and several days with
: on the East Coast. I have seen them
his parents Mr and Mrs. Merle
but never got stung by one. they
Messer
look like our Jellyfish do up here.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas en There may be a different name
tertained their family on Christ than that for ours, but we always
mas Day: Mr. and Mrs Alex Rad- called them "Jellyfish.”
sy of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Down there they call them SpanLucas, son Kenneth. William Lucas ish-Man-O-War. They don’t last
of Union, Ruth Freeman, Camden, too long down there.
and Miss Phyllis Lucas of Boston
I have been told their sting has
Orient Chapter, OES, holds its been known to put people into a
annual meeting Friday Jan. 4. At coma; they say it is something like
this time officers will be elected an electric shock.
for the coming year.
But usually, if you are treated at
Arlie Burns has left Knox Hos once, it is something like a burn.
Here’s Plymouth’s smart hardtop club coupe, the Belvedere, the pace-setter in the lowest price field with
pital and is with his daughter, How I know this is from a woman
its new concepts in styling and beauty. The car has glistening, lively two-tone colors: Suede Tan with Sable
who was stung by one while I was
Bronze top: Belmont Blue Polychromatic with Sterling Grey top; Mint Green with Black top. The color used Mrs. Elmer Overlock, Warren.
Aubyne Hawes entertains the there They also told us they very
on the roof follows the Belvedere's streamlined contours around the spacious rear window and down over
the rear deck, giving the car the continental look. Sparkling chrome molding outlines the top and carries back Friendly B's Thursday. Jan. 3, at seldom reached Daytona Beach,
but from Smyrna Beach on down
to separate the two colors at their junction at the rear quarter-panel. The interior is luxurious, with colorful a white elephant party.
3ena Nelson entertained the the line they are plentiful
quality fabrics and vinyl blended in perfect harmony with the shades used on the exterior.
At Delray Beach we see lots of
Marcia Rebekah Circle today,
The new Plymouth for 1952 will array of eight regular, and two to Plymouth's “Safety-Flow ride." Thursday.
dead ones on the Beach. The
Quicker starting in hot or cold
go on display here and throughout special sparkling colors. The tra
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe. Jr., winds blow all Winter, but you
the United States on Friday, Nel ditional interior roominess and the weather with less drain on the bat entertained at a New Year's party don't even notice it or realize it,
tery
is
assured
by
the
new
"Foliomany “high priced car” features
son Brothers announced today.
why I don't know, maybe because
Monday evening.
A long list of improvements—46 for which Plymouth has been dis Thru" anti-kiekout feature of the
Bliss Fuller, Jr., has returned to it is a gentle sort of wind. The
have, been
retained starter, the foremost among nu Flint, Mich., for schooling in Gen winds and the stings wouldn’t
in all—has been incorporated in tinctive
merous changes in the electrical eral Motors, Inc.
the engine, the brakes, the electri throughout the new line
bother me, if I could go back again.
A new, smoother flow of power system Greater visibility under ad
cal system, the chassis, and to the
Mrs. Ineb Cameron is a patient
Fannie Davis
verse
driving
conditions
is
provided
inside and outside of the body. results from the newly designed
in Long Island College Hospital,
The new Plymouth may be seen at combustion chamber in Plymouth's by a ten percent increase in the Henry and Pacific street, Brook
WEST WALDOBORO
Nelson Brothers, 515 Main street, famous floating power engine. The speed of the electrically-operated lyn New York .and will undergo
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
six-cylinder. 97 horsepower engine windshield wipers.
Rockland.
an operation on Monday Cards
sons Dewey and Teddy of Cham
Luxury and color harmony are may reach her at that address.
Exceptional engine smoothness is has a 7 to 1 compression ratio.
berlain, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
produoed through a newly designed Longer life for both the main and the keynotes of the beautiful up
Methodist Church services Sun
combustion chamber; brakes are rod bearings is achieved* through holstery and trim selected for the day Jan. 5. will be conducted by Sherman Smith and sons Wally
and Freddy of Augusta were din
new Plymouth.
stronger and longer-lasting; Ply an improved type of base metal.
Rev. John Baxter at 1030 a. m
ner guests of their parents, Mr.
There are ten body types in the
mouth’s famous Safety-Flow ride! To further insure smoothness of
March of Dimes
and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
has been made even more comfort-' performance and faster getaway, new Plymouth line; the Concord
January has been proclaimed as
able by improvements in the several refinements in the new series includes a two-door sedan, a March of Dimes month. Very Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Mills were
springing and to the Oriflow shock Synchro-Silent transmission fast three passenger coupe, and the shortly the citizens of Union will
absorbers; and the car’s beauty is er, easier shifting, and more rapid popular all-metal Suburban, and receive letters of appeal or March recent guests of her parents, Mr.
enhanced by numerous styling re-1 and positive engagement of gears. its country club cousin, the Savoy; of Dimes cards convenient for and Mrs. George Barnes in St.
The rear axle is improved and the Cambridge series lias a four- mailing their contributions to this George.
finements.
Guy Kennedy of Pownal spent
The smart hardtop club coupe,' there are provisions Which permit door sedan and a club coupe: and worthy cause.
tiie holidays with his family.
the Belvedere, is the pace setter in j more accurate gear and bearing the Cranbrook series includes a
Our Finnish-American Dance
Mrs. Molly David of the Village
four-door sedan, a club coupe, a : cannot be held until the complethe lowest price field with its new adjustments.
The traditionally sturdy Safe- convertible club coupe, and the ' tion of the Thompson Memorial spent Christmas Day with Mr. and
concepts in styling and beauty.
Mrs. Arnold Standish.
The car has glistening, lively two-: Guard Hydraulic brakes have been pace-setting Belvedere.
I 3ui!ding. The e voluntary conDaniel Winchenbaugh has gone
James W. McCandless , tributions will be your expression
tone colors which set it apart and ( given greater ease of operation,
Plymouth News Bureau ! of Interest and desire to help a to Florida for the Winter.
and much longer life.
give it the continental look.
Mr and Mrs. Otto Kinimick and
4100 Penobscot Bldg. most worthy cause. Some people
There are ten body types in thej Passenger and driver comfort has
sons
of Tenafly, N. J., spent the
Detroit
26,
Michigan
been
increased
with
improvements
new Plymouth line, available in an
plan to increase their contribution
Christmas holidays at their home
by giving various types of parties
in Ray's Upper Hail Deo. 26 for These will add a bright social here.
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Baltimore. Md.
Mrs Flora Genthner of Bremen
» Mrs. Nellie Boyles who has re Paul Lash and Miss Lucille New- touch to our Winter season.
Mrs. Ashley Genthner, Sr.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Dora
^’e have tried to make a
Linwood Castner and Joe Pa- cently been a surgical patient at i bert, R.N. of North Waldoboro,
Waltz.
lino were in Rockland last Wed Knox Hospital is at home and! whose wedding took place in North thorough canvass. If you have
Mr and Mrs Arthur Poland and
Waldoboro church the following been overlooked, please know it
gradually improving.
nesday.
sons Robert and Billy of Gross Neck
Friday.
We
extend
congratulations.
Mrs.
Lelan
Hoet
has
closed
her
was accidental and make your con
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Benner
spent Christmas Day with her par
and daughter of New Harbor visi home for the Winter and is spend
Miss Leatrice Davis, who is em tribution at the Knox County
ents, Mr. and Mrs Irvine Genthner.
ted at Ira Dell Teele's last week. ing some time with Mr. and Mrs. ployed in Hartford, Conn., spent Trust Company or to Mis. Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Frielon Vannah of
i
McKinley,
chairman
for
Union.
Mrs. Shaw and friends of Au Harold Hupper.
Christmas with her parents, Mr.
South Waldoboro were dinner
Mrs. Lillian Davis of Port Clyde and Mrs. Hartwell Davis.
Let us be as generous as pos
gusta were at her cottage on Long
guests Christmas Day of her
is spending some weeks for a rest
Island Friday.
Alfred Standish and family have sible that the National Pounda-- mother, Mrs. Clifford Winchen
period at the home of her sister, moved to Kennebunkport.
Mr. tion for Infantile Paralysis may bach and family.
Mrs. Fred Hooper.
Standish is working in Portsmouth, continue its work assuring help
Basil Mills and son of New Bed
Mr .and Mrs. John Holley are in N. H. ■
to each of us should we be strick
j
ford, Mass., were recent callers at
WALDOBORO
Boston where Mr Holley has em
Sympathy is extended from en with the dreaded disease of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Byron
polio.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
ployment.
friends
here to Mrs. Edith Wilder
Mills.
Correspondent
Clarence Dwyer entertained one
in the death of her brother Ken
Telephone 250
Mrs. Dora Waltz spent the holi
day last week, his daughter Mrs.
ORFF’S CORNER
neth Levine of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
day with relatives at Friendship.
Malcolm Pierson cf Portland, and
who was instantly killed in a col
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
Mrs. Myrtle Trott, Gardiner, his sister Mrs. Harold Mason of lision with a truck, while motoring Mrs. Amber Childs spent Christmas
and Mrs. Viola Kuhn had as din
spent the week-end with Mrs. Her Rockland.
to his work in New York.
with Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart ner guests Christmas Day Mr. and
Mrs. Neil Hamilton of Arlington,
man Castner.
and daughter, Sandra, at Win Mrs. Willard Fowler, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Laura
Poland
has
closed
Mrs. Edith Brown will entertain j N. J. s a guest of her parents, Mr. her home for the Winter. She is slow’s Mills.
Samuel Stahl and Mrs. Irma Win
the Bridge Club Friday night at and Mrs. James Verrier. Mrs. Ver- now with her niece, Mrs. Kenneth
Misses Cora and Ethel Merry had chenbaugh.
rier is reuperating well from a hos
her home on Main street.
Miss Rose Fox has returned
Teague. North Waldoboro and later Christmas dinner with Mr. and
pital stay.
Mrs. Charles Merry.
The P.TA. will meet Thursday
home after spending several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shibles of will go to Medford, Mass.
at 8 o’clock at the High School.
Miss Carolyn Vannah, Plymouth, with relatives in Hartford, Conn.
Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Pender have
Rockport were Christmas dinner
Rev. Aaron B Kelley will be the
Mass., was Christmas Day guest of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hup returned home after spending part
speaker; the hostesses will be Mrs.
of the holiday season in Water her sister, Mrs. Calvin Elwell and
MATINICUS
per.
Verna Scofield, Mrs. Frances
ville, Vt. with their daughter, family.
Engagement Announced
Gross, Mrs. Lalia Blanchard.
Mrs.
Gladys
Rogers
and
Byron
Phyllis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh L. GlendenFRIENDSHIP
Miss Alice Morse, Washington, J
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons Ludwig were Christmas dinner I
A watchmeeting of the Meth had the following dinner guests guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond ning of 314 East Westfield Avenue,
D. C„ has been at the home of
Roselle Park, N. J., and Ogunquit,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles odist and Adventist Churches was Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hutchins.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson Me., announce the engagement of
observed New Year's Eve, start Thompson of Chelmsford, Mass.,
Morse, Pine street.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vivian and ing in Ray's Hall where 80 peo- : Mr. and Mrs. Leland McElwee of entertained relatives from Dexter their daughter, Nancy McClellan
Glendenning to Charles Alfred
son Brent have returned from New- pie gathered The meeting opened Union and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner on Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Prock had O’Reilly, son ot the late Mr. and
with community singing and two Carlson and family of this town.
York.
Mrs. Alfred J. O’Reilly of Malden,
Herman Castner, Augusta, passed j short appropriate moving pictures
Mrs. Mary Stanley is visiting as dinner guests her parents, Mr.
were shown after which refresh Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stanley in and Mrs. S. H. Winchenbach of Mass.
the week-end in town.
Miss
Glendenning
graduated
South Waldoboro.
John Wood has returned to ments of sandwiches, cake, coffee, South Portland for two weeks.
I
Rev. and Mrs. George Emery from Roselle Park High School and
Washington, D. C„ after passing i tea and cocoa were served. SixtyMrs. Alfred Hocking and Arnold
the holidays with his mother, Mrs. j seven adjourned to the Advent Hocking of St. George were Sun were in Portsmouth, N. H. and New Jersey College for Women,
Oliver Wood, Medomak Terrace. Church, where singing and a spir- I day callers of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Newfields, Me., where they spent Rutgers University. She was an
apprentice teacher in the graduate
Christmas with their parents.
Raymond
Bagley,
Hartford,! itual clinic were enjoyed. Rev. neth Thompson.
program of the Shady Hill School,
Mrs.
Gladys
Rogers
and
Byron
Conn., spent the week-end with E. E. Pender gave a short mes
Mrs. Abbie Murphy is in poor
Ludwig were Christmas dinner Cambridge, Mass., and is now
sage and Rev. Kathleen Weed the health at this writing.
Mrs. Bagley on Marble avenue.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond teaching on Matinicus Island.
Sgt. and Mrs. Charles Robert- . closing prayer and thus ended the
Mr. O’Reilly graduated from
Hutchins.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
son and children have returned to ■ year of 1951.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Hall of Hyde Park High School, Boston,
Fort Hancock, N. J., after passing ' Mr. and Mrs. John Lash and
OF ROCKLAND
Jefferson were guests of Mr. and was a member of the Army Air
the holiday with her mother, Mrs family are visiting relatives in New
Notice is hereby given that the
Weston Creamer.
York over the holidays.
annual meeting of the stockholders Mrs. William Wing on Christmas Force and received his B.A. degree
in psychology from Colby College.
Mrs. Loring Crowell and son : Mrs. Byron Thompson, who has of the First National Bank of Rock Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell and He is a member of Lambda Chi
Davis have returned to Ports- | been visiting her aunts in Massa land will be held at its banking
rooms on Tuesday, January 8, 1952,
mouth, N. H.
chusetts. returned home Tuesday at 10 o’clock A. M. to fix the num son Steven and Wayne Keene of Alpha fraternity. He is at present
Mrs. Bertha Young leaves Wed ber of, and elect a Board of Direc Jefferson were Christmas dinner working for the Master’s Degree at
nesday for Kingsville, Texas, to tors for the ensuing year and to guests on Sunday at the home of the Putney Graduate School of
MARTINSVILLE
transact such other business as may
Teacher Education, Putney, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Miles form visit her son and family for sev properly come before the meeting. Albert Elwell.
A June wedding is planned.
Several
from
this
place
visited
erly of Ohio, who have spent many eral weeks. Enroute she will visit
Per Order.
Damariscotta to see the Christmas
JOSEPH EMERY,
Summers at Monhegan, are living her sister, Mrs. Carrie Rideout in
Cashier. decorations at the Day residence.
at the Adelbert Simmons' house.
Boston for a few days.
Rockland, Maine,
ARTESIAN WELLS
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper of; Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
December 6. 1951.
146-Th-2
For social Items in The CourierNew York and sons Roger and Joel and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Carlson
LEWIS
HERBERT & SON
Oaxette, Phone 1044. City.
tf
spent a week before Christmas at and family were dinner guests
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
"Spruce Coves.”
Christmas Day of Mr. and Mrs.
Islesboro
Tel. Dark Hbr 74-1
Albert Winslow returned home Leland McElwee in Union. Other
66-tf
last week after several weeks visit guests were Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Thompson of Chelmsford, Mass.
with relatives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer and
daughter Barbara, were guests for and family, Miss Gwen Jackson
: FACTORY ENGINEERED
All Types of Commercial
two weeks at Christmas holidays of of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
PARTS
Photography; Groups,
their daughter and son-in-law at Kenneth Thompson and Mrs. Nel
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
Far
All
Chrysler
Make Oui
lie Thompson, Friendship, Were
Weddings, Industrial, down
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
of kidney function. Doctors say good
Dedge-Plymoath-Chryalar
supper
guests
of
Mrs.
Anna
Star

LOST AND FOUND
kidney function is very important to good
Marine and Insurance, health.
When some everyday condition, such
DeSete
rett in Warren, Sunday evening.
as stress and strain, causes this important
Aerial.
MAN’S Gold Ring, set with blue
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Carlson,
function to slow down, many folks suffer nag.
Abe
Dodge
Job-Rated
gjng backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
and white stones lost Saturday. Gilbert and Ann Carlson of Milder irritations due to cold or wrong diet ma;
Track Parte
THEODORE LaPOLLEY, Fire
cause
getting
up
nights
or
f
requent
passages
ton, Mass., were guests for a few
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
proof Garage. Tel. 889
2-4
days the past week of Mr. and
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
TEL. 907 or 770
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
RED Automobile Jack lost,
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
Mrs. Sumner Carlson on Garrison
ALL WORK GUARANTIED
over 50 years. It’s amazing how mauy times i
vicinity of Mirror Lake. BERT
MA MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, MB.
Doan’s give happy relief from these discom

H JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and reflnUhlng; 40 Muonic 8$.
TeL HEATH, R-FD. 1, Warren.
UOML
. ir«

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

Happy Is The Day
When Backache
Goes Away....

Sidney L. Cullen

Island.

nt

▲ miscellaneous shower was held I

97*tf

forts—help the 15 milesof kidney tubes and fil- !
flash out waaU, G«t Doan’s PUls today i ’

Un

I-tt

't

I

'I

*

Joftaay-Wsttay-Safaran
VINALHAVEN
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent

Telephone 85
Miis Etta F. Ames returned to I
Attleboro Friday having been the'
holiday guest of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert D. Ames
The regular meeting of the La
dies of the G. A. R„ will be Friday
Jan. 4 at 7.30 when Installation of
Officers will take place. Supper will
be served at 5.30
Rev. and Mrs W. S. Stackhouse
f Spent the New Year holiday with
their daughter, Mrs. Allison Des
mond in Bangor.
Sgt. Gordon Burgess has returned
to Keesler Air Force Base, Miss ,
after passing the Christmas holi
days here with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Burgess, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow
returned Monday to Worcester,
Mass., after a Christmas vacation
visit here with Mrs. Winslow's par
ents, Capt. and Mrs. A. M Miller.
Dr. Errold Mills and brother,
Walter Mills, went last week to
Florida where they will spend part
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of the Winter Enroute they visited
relatives at Worcester. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle and
Dr Ralph P Earle held open house
New Years Eve at their home on
High street with a large number
of friends and acquaintances at
tending.
Arthur Lee Woodcock who was
guest last week at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Holbrook, re
turned to Portland Monday.
Miss rnscilla Carlson has re
turned to Farmington State Teach
ers College after spending the
Christmas vacation here with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carl
son.
Pvt. Victor Swears, USA. who
has been spending a short furlough
here with his parents, Mr and Mrs
Orin Swears has returned to Fort
Hood, Texas.

for several weeks is at the home of ThuracLoy for Aiken, S. C., where
her niece at 427 Cumberland aven he hu employment.
ue, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Harriman

Mr. and Mrs Ernest Fullerton of
Ohio, are guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Errol Wiley.
Miss Marion Seavey, R. N., of
Portland is a guest of her parents,
Mr and Mrs Albert Seavey, Long
Cove.
Miss Charmain Herd who spent
the Christmas vacation with her
parents at Winslow, has returned
to resume her teaching duties.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Guptill and
daughter, Judy of Rockland, are
guests of her father, Allison Mor
ris.
Miss Dorothy Edwards returned
Tuesday to Gorham 8tate Normal
School to resume her studies

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Keene,
Jr., of Boston were Christmas
guests of his parents, MT and Mrs.
Alexander Keene. Sr., and family.
Mr. and Mrs Adelbert Higgins
and little daughter Patty of Bridg
ton and Miss Alice Higgins of Bel
fast were Christmas guests of Mrs.
Ethel Butler Mr. and Mrs. Higgins
and Patty lett the followiiig

TENANT’S HARBOR
Lawrence Watts, Junior Wiley
and Bradlely Wiley were in Bos
ton Friday, where they attended
the Ice-capades of 1952, returning
home Saturday.
Mrs Flora Barter of Wallston is
ill at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Ella Pease, who has been ill

4

s RICHMOND*
H , . C‘ O F H f i
1 ' •* j

entertained a party of fourteen rel
atives for Christmas dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Freeman of
Waldo and Mrs William Maillett
of Swanville visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Freeman ad family Dee. 28.
Mrs. Ada Howard and son Dud
ley had the following callers dur-1
Ing Christmas week. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Morse, Mrs. Susie Buck,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Buck and
family, Mrs. Arthur Buck and Mrs.
Faustina Fairbrother all of Bel
mont Francis Cunningham of Hope,
Mrs Katherine Wade and Mrs.
Evelyn Bradley of Belfast, Mr and
Mrs Willis Howard and daughter'
Shlela of Appleton, Mr and Mrs.
Donald Howard and Mrs Annie
Drlnkwater of Searsmont.
Mrs. Vida Mehuen and brothers
Gardner and Drummond Hemen
way spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Sewall Davis, Jr., and family
and Roland Mehuen in Auburn.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Townsend
and Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Thomas
were Christmas dinner guests of
Mr. ad Mrs. Charles Luce in Bel
mont.
Mr and Mrs. Harlan Davis and
family have moved recently from
Union, into Raymond Harriman's
house in the Village.
Mrs James Robbins and Law
rence Robbins who have each been
ill with pneumonia are gaining,
but not able to be out at this writ
ing.
Mr and Mrs. David Rue. Jr., are
living In Pennsylvania visited
his parents, Mr and Mrs. David

NORTH HAVEN
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13
The New Years Eve dance at K
of P Hal! Monday night was the
largest in some time There were
more than 50 to watch the New
Year in. Prizes were given. A door
prize ar.d a prize to the winners of
the "Skootch Waltz;’ Also there
was a box of groceries.

The door prize was won by Shor
ty” Beverage, Skootch Waltz by
Maureen Crockett and Brian Bur
gess The box of groceries was
won by Forest Adams The dance
committee comprised Barbara Ad
ams and Olive Curtis.
A most admirable performance
was the saxaphone playing by El
liott Brown, a Junior in North Ha
ven High School. This is the first
time Elliott has ever played in pub
lic except in the well-known
“Cuddy's North Haven Band." He
formerly played the clarinet and

Rue. Sr , during Christmas week
Mrs Rue Sr., returned with them
to visit with relatives in Pennsyl
vania.
Laurence Harriman and daugh
ter Mrs. Gertrude Lea and Mrs. ■
Melvin Bix and baby were vism rs
in Andover, Mass . over the week
end with Mrs Laurence Harriman
who is convalescing from a recent
operation there Miss Faith Harri
man, who spent the Christmas va
cation with her mother and other
relatives returned home with them.

only in the past month has started
playing the "Sax” without benefit
of teacher, with only the aid of
Janet Hopkins at tke piano.
“Cuddy and Barbara" furnished
the music for the dance, but for
once the tables were turned, Bar
bara played the drums, Elliott the
“Sax'' and Janet at the piano.
Hats are off to the young people
for their excellent demonstration.
As secretary of the Pythian Sisters
your correspondent would, in behalf of the Pythian Sisters, and
Knights of Pythias .takes this op
portunity to thank the townspeo
ple for their unselfish help in mak
ing our Orders a success this past
year of 1951.
Irven Stone is building a boat,
this Winter in the former Pierce
Crockett garage When is the
christening Irven?
Peggy Miller spent the Christ
mas holidays with her mother, Mrs.
Marguerite Miller.
Mrs. Mellie Gillis and daughter,
Elaine were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
I> lie Ladd in Rockland over New
Years Day.
Mr. and Mrs Reed CTOckett of
Nadick. Mass, spent the week-end
and holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Crockett.
Mr and Mrs. Mike Williams of
Vinalhaven have brought the Herzo Place, formerly owned by Glen
Lawrence.
The name of Mrs Danny Pen
dleton was omitted from the list
of nests at the party of Mrs. Carl
Ames last week.
A correction—Mr and Mrs. Percy
Tolman inot Crockett) were guests
of Mr and Mrs 'Bud” Curtis at
Christmas dinner.

No, you can't beat leal coffee
and at luch thrifty prices. All
roasted to suit your taste.

SUPin HARKir

3>uuZd. and
IV.e&kty,

Ready to Eat

Wle,at

focduSM

Cortland

Cooked Hams

5htndk

58c

Mountain Grown Broad ( reasted lander Meaty Birds

Luscious Rip*

Bananas

_ _.

Florida

L arqe Size

Babi Juice Florida

oood Size

e £5C Oranges

6 -9U> •

Turkeys

3 FOR 25c

r 79c

•SlTSVIUt

DRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN lb

DOZ 39c

Andy Boy Pasca»

83c

Celery

5-6 Lb. Ave.

55r

Chickens
DRAWN READY FOR THE OVsN

uB

16c

LB

'»63c Grapefrujt

DRAWN READY ICR THE OVEN

Roasting

4 LBS 33c

Apples

face End Lb 68c

mi
Turkeys

x-.l Puiposo

BCH

Native Blue Hubbard
H

Squash

75c

25c

LB

4c

i.

4C

SMOktD - i*an Economcal

Shoulders

Lfi 44c

Yellow Firm

Turnips

De'ight'ul Oven or Pot Roast

Chuck Roast

LB

75c

u

59c Strawberries

Bone la

^04 QciSulest

fyaatid.

Boned and Rolled ll Desired

Lamb Fores
Skinless U. S. No.

I

Sliced in Sugar

Grade

Frankforts

LB

Shrimp

Billions Of Barrels 'Neath Earth's Sur

face—Chemists Are At Work
Oilmen know exactly where bil-O
lions of barrels of oil lie under the
GROSS NECK
United States that they haven’t
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore
been able to coax to the surface and Mrs. Pearl Delano of FriendSome think they're going to be able ship Mr and Mrs. Irvine Condon
to find the way—and soon. Defense an^ Miss Esther Genthner of
needs of the nation for oil reserves Thomaston were callers st Melvin
,
,
, Gei.thner's last week
that can be used spur the oil engi
Harry W. Creamer called one
neers and chemists on.
, , .
.
_
day last week on Clinton Gross at
Other billions of barrels that oil- i>dtch Neck
men gave up as lost forever they
MUs
Qenthner of West Walhave now learned how to bring doboro visited her sister, Mrs Arforth. By injecting salt water or thur Poland and family Friday,
natural gas deep Into the earth
Harry W. Creamer has been a rethey have brought back to life old cent visitor of his sister, Mrs. Mlnoil fields they once thought milked nie French of Cambridge, Mass.
dry. They expect this way to re
Cyrus Richards
has returned
cover an estimated 75.000.000 bar home to Friendship after spending
rels once thought l06t.
a few days with his grandparents,
But that still leaves oil they know Mr and
0^0^,. and
is there but can't pull out of the family.
pores of the rock and sand where
Mrs. Alcada Genthner is visiting
nature produced it.
relatives In Camden.
Perhaps 150,000,000 or 200,000,000
barrels are in known oil fields but
THORNDIKEVILLE
beyond the reach of current meth
ods of recovery. This oil is a prize j Mrs. Laura Soule of Gardiner
worth asking for—especially in the | “ visiting her son-in-law and
nation’s defense
; daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Now they are turning to chem- Croteau.
Jack Pushaw has recently in
istry to get at It They are sticking
hypodermic needles of acid deep stalled a bathroom in his home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs ac
into the earth to eject the oil from
the rocks. Some are using deter companied Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
gents to flush oil loose from the Pinkham to Yarmouth recently.
porous rocks in which it hides (where they were guests of Mr.
Some use carbon dioxide in the wa- Pinkham's mother, Mrs. Sarah
ter with which they flood old oil i EteJ'fields to push the oil toward the ! Pred Berry who is employed In
bottom of wells that are going dry j Connecticut, was home over the
j Fatty acids and ammonia salts are holiday,
also said to induce the rocks to; Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Croteau
cast off the oil that clings to them j were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Esten
Other chemists are experiment- j Soule Christmas day.
mg with bacteria to stimulate the
Mrs. Lester Merrill and son
underground flow of oil from the Myrven Merrill called on Mr. and
oil-bearing sands to the bottom of Mrs Albert Brown in Thomaston.
oil wells. Some are testing out the ' Christmas night.
Miss Ann Ludwig of Hope visited
effects of heat on the reluctant oil
this past week with her aunt, Mrs.
stores.
Much of this oil was once Dorothy Childs.
Mrs Chauncey Grinnell (Mathought lost because In the early
days of the oil industry men knew reta Crabtree) is visiting her par
only one way of getting oil— ents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crab
pumping out the petroleum which tree. Mrs. Grinnell is living in
flowed by natural means to the New Jersey while her husband is
bottom of the well. The natural stationed at an army camp there.
Mrs. Goldie Price of Boston,
means was pressure. The fruitful
sands bore not only oil but gas and Mass., Miss Margaret Young, Rus
water. The pressure of the gas and sell Young of Thomaston, and
water forced the heavy, slow-flow Rodger Young of Rockland, called
ing oil from the porous rock toward recently on Mi and Mrs. Lester
the point of relief—the well casing Merrill.
Mrs. Emily Pushaw, Herbert
where the pressure could escape
Hoche and family of Rockport,
from the earth.
But the gas and water came to Mr. and Mrs- Donald Pushaw and
the surface with the oil. In time son Maynard of South Hope were
there wasn't enough pressure from guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
gas and oil to force any more oil Pushaw on the holiday.
A Christmas party was held at
to the well casing. Oilmen were
reconciled to abandoning an oil the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
field after getting anywhere from ! Childs. Guests present were: Mr.
15 to at most 50 percent of the oil and Mrs. George Ludwig of South
Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
which their wells had tapped.
Then they learned that by pump Ludwig and daughters. Faith and
ing this gas and water down dry Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Rob
wells into the ore-bearing sandings bins, Obed Hart of Hope, Mrs.
they could create the pressure to Sarah Day, Fred Pratt of North
bring up more oil. By this method Yarmouth, Mr and Mrs. Raymond
----- called secondary recovery—they Pinkham of Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw
are now able to get from 70 to 80
percent of the oil content of the were dinner guests at Harvey Wil
lis on Christmas Day.
fields.

6 e
CAN" 35c

69c Orange Juice
Tender And Flavoriui

Less Fat, For Tasty Hamburger Recipes

Hamburger

1 " 43c

CONT

Concentrated

PUZZLE: FIND THE OIL

L3 65c

F,«h e °""d

2

Green Peas

pkc’s

BOBILL’S

18c

Potatoes
Fancy • Good Size

PRICES ARE LOW AT

45c

French Fried

B 69c

Store Hours—Open from 8 A. M. to 8.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

ZZa£uel
Margarine
y

CTN

y

24c

JAR

I LB 2 oi
loaf

59c
van

Finast - Orange and Grapefruit

V Citrus Salad 20" 23c

MILK

CAN

/

▼

Fresh From Hawaii

Seller

By F.r Our

Dole ’Ti"" 2

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

Not« its Delict Ev,nT*xtU'*

Finast - Try
t-mast
I ry it on a Winter b
Salad

V Mayonnaise

WE WISH ALL

BREAD

Cloverdale - Fine Table Quality

c’a»

25c

V

Ketchup «"«»

PINT
PK©

ZZaZiue

Large Size
Doz |

GALLON

22c

EGGS
I
57c

27s

package of America’s best-liked Ice Cream
7^

(YOUR CHOICE OF FLAVORS,

Finest

| Medium
Size
iviVMIUIII JIZC

n

J

Toma*®®*
Finest

Pruno»_

All Grade A From Nearby Farms

FIRST

lb. 29c

Bacon

lb. 49c

Sausage

lb. 39c
2 No. 2 cans 25c

can 49c
lb. 79c

Gallon of that richer, creamier Sealtest

ON 25e

Ice Cream • . the same fine quality you've
always enjoyed. Too big a bargain to last
—bo hurry. Easy to store! Easy to serve!

Limit Quantities

NATIONAL

Bobill's Tea Bags, 48 count pkg. 35c

Milk, Armour's
Succotash

2 cans 29c
10 lb. bag 95c

Sugar
Oleo

2 lbs. 51c
4 lb. pails $1.03

L,

2 lbs. 45c

Bananas

2 lbs. 29c

Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street
GENERAL ICE CREAM CORP.

9

Yellow Eyed Beans

MAYNARD THOMAS, Proprietor

flavoo.

bh.

3 cans 41c

BOBILL’S MARKET

Ask your Sealtest Dealer for your favorite

STORES

* lb. pkg. 49c

Johnson

Think of it! Only 98c for a full Half

5 19c
CAN

Grocery Prices effective at 115 Main St., ThomasU n—12 Central SL, Rockport—g» Main SL, Camdez
to

Pig's Liver

Lard

16c

WacocD"1

Doz

W* Reserve the Right

lb. 49c

Bobill's Tea

ICE CREAM
bo0;

End Cut Pork Chops

Bobill's Coffee

V Steak Salmon7!^141c
n

lb. 49c

Tomato Juice
Beef and Gravy

TALL
I CANS

Richmond - Ocean Caught

Made With Red Ripe Tomatoes

Pork Roast

Division of National Dairy Products Corp,

Wofsfc cinlfrif "MG JQP" oa television. See newspapers for time and itotion

TXUPHOITX ISIS
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The Use Of "Time"
THOMASTON

News Magazine Figures In
Classroom Studies In
Thomaston

■ and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MftS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Miss Sally Gillchrest has re John Everett; financial secretary.
turned home after -pending a week Charles Starrett- treasurer, Leroy
with her sister and brother. Mr. Whitten; master of arms, Benja
and Mrs. Richard F Simmons at min Smalley; inner guard. Leon
j Haupt. Installation will be an
Hyannis. Mass
Pythian Sisters will have tiheir nounced later.
regular meeting Friday night, , Mrs. Nina Winchenbach is ill at
7.30, preceded by a baked bean her home on Beechwood street
supper at 6 o'clock.
The American Legion Auxiliary
The WedCo Club meets Friday have postponed their regular
night at the Baptist Church ves meeting until Jan. 18 at 7.30 p. m.
try with a 6 o'clock supper. Those
Jean Spear, WAVE, has returned
on the supper committee are Mrs. I to Bainbridge, Md., after a 14-day
Marion Vinal. Mrs. Eleanor Clark, leave with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Strong and Mrs. I Mrs Raymond Spear. Gleason
I street.
Eleanor Chapman
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Welch are
Roy Swanhoim and fiance, Miss
visiting friends and relatives in I Nancy Hawley have returned to
Boston and Old Orchard.
I Washington, D. C. after spending
Orient Lodge, Knights of Py the holidays with his parents, Mr.
thias elected the following officers and Mrs. Carl Swanhoim
Tuesday
evening:
Chancellor
Miss Jacqueline RoMnson has
Commander, Irving
MacBride; returned to New Hampshire after
vice chancellor, Llewellyn Baines; spending the holidays with her
prelate, Alden Watts; master of grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bern
work, Hollis Gilchrest; secretary, ard Robinson.

THREE GREATEST ISSUES
Face the New Congress-Senator Smith

Names Them, Economy, Corruption
and Defense
Three of the greatest issues in defense expenditures down and
Congress during 1952 will be eco protect our national economy with
nomy, corruption and national de out impairing our national defense.
fense. I expect Congress to be The issue on materials will be the
more economy-minded in 1952. And tightening up on the supply of
in that economy consciousness I civilian goods as more and more
believe that prospects for cuts in of materials are siphoned off for
Foreign Aid are very good. The military production.
Despite heavy pressure on it to
Council of State Chambers of
Commerce published two honor quit, the King Subcommittee in
lists in 1951 of Senators having vestigating tax scandals will rethe best voting records for eco sume its investigation and hearings
nomy. Only seven Senators made ' with the opening of the session of
both lists and I was gratified to i Congress next week. There are in
be one of the seven economy dications that there will be even
more investigations in the 1952 ses
champions making both lists.
Corruption will be a big issue in sion of Congress than in the past
Congress in two respects. One will 1951 session in which ^investigating
be investigative with Congressional was done on a record scale. Presi
investigations continuing to expose dent Truman is too late in his
corruption in Government.
The slow move to investigate corruption
other will be legislative with pro in his own administration He will
posals being made to set up safe not be able to head off certain
guards against corruption—such as Congressional investigations such
placing Internal Revenue Collectors as those of (1) Alien Property Ad
under Civil Service and requiring ministration, (21 Federal Housing
that all interventions of Senators Administration. (3) Securities and
and Representatives in behalf of Exchange Commission, (4) Depart
contractors and business men on ment of Justice, (5) State Depart
business with the Government be ment, (6> European Defense. (7>
Defense Department handling of
made public.
National defense will be a legis Korean situation and purchasing.
lative issue on men. money and (8) War Assets Administration—
materials. The issue on men will General Services Administration—
be on UMT, the draft and the re and the continued investigations by
lease of Reservists—and less waste the Senate Internal Security Sub
ful utilization of manpower. The committee and the House Unissue on money will be how to keep American Activities Committee.
Many Senators and Representa
tives are returning from official
THVRS.-Fltl.-SAT.
trips throughout the world to
check on what our Allies are doing
A 3-DAY RIOT!!!
That lovable character with the money and the materials
that we have given them for the
of “Sitting Pretty,” “Mr.
purpose of forming a mutual de
Belvedere” and “Cheaper fense pact against Communist
By the Dozen” is back in Russia. Of those who have re
his funniest role of them turned and expressed themselves,

all!
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THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matineeo
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
JANUARY 3-4
Glenn Ford, Gene Tierney
Ethel Barrymore
Zachary Scott in
“THE SECRET OF
CONVICT LAKE”

Shows at: 2.00—8.25—8.30

Rhonda

Miss Virginia Nash of West
brook has returned home after
spending the holidays with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Crockett.
The annual Alumni basketball
with the High School taking both
game was played last Friday night,
games.
Mrs. Elsie Hawkins is spending a
few days with her sister, Mrs.

STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ON STAGE IN PERSON

MR. ALEXANDER LEEDS
FAMED

HYGIENE

COMMENTATOR

SEGIFGATIO AUOIIMCM

WOMFN ORIY

*

P M. - 7P.M3
• • atSP.N

MIGM KCMOOl

AGP ANt> OVER

SATURDAY ONLY
JANUARY 5
Double Feature
Jon Hail, Marie Windsor in
“HURRICANE ISLAND”
in Super Cinecolor
also on the program
“REVENUE AGENT”
Starring
Douglas Kennedy, Jean WiUes
COMING SUNDAY:
"ELOPEMENT”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Note Time of Shows—
Friday: 1.30-7 P. M.
One Evening Show
Saturday: 1.15—6.00—7.45
Sat. Night, Last Feature at 9.30

HER
, ■SSs£’,i

THE
MHTTMJCH
Starritlg

STEWART

PIER

GRANGER-ANGELI
GEORGE SANDERS
AN M-BM PICTURE

LIFE’S
GREATEST
DAYS!

SATURDAY MATINEE ONLY
Chap. No. 2 “Capt. Marvel”

TODAY—LANA TURNER in

“MR. IMPERIUM”

CAMDEN

400 MAIN ST
z

The Friends in Council will be
entertained at the home of Mrs.
Ray Worthen at her home on
Eaton avenue, Jan. 8 at 2 o'clock
The subject of the meeting will
be polio. All presidents of wornen's organizations in Camden are
invited to attend the meeting at
220. Mrs. Paul Millington and
Mrs. Robert Anderson will be co
hostesses.
Miss Marjorie Steen of Sherman
Mills and Miss Marion Spurling
of Islesford. who spent their va
cations at their home, have re
turned to resume their duties as
teachers in the Knowlton Street
School.
Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler has re
turned home from Amherst, N. S.
where she visited her mother and
sister over the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wellman
and four children of Southboro.
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Wellman’s
father, Charles King.
Amity Lodge. F.A.M. will hold
a special communication for their
annual inspection of officers Fri
day night with Curtis M. Payson
of Union, district deputy grand
master of the Tth Masonic Dis
trict as inspecting officer.
A
baked ham supper will be served
at 620 o'clock by members of the
Eastern Star.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Young of Cam
den leaves for Florida today, to
spend the Winter with their son
Raymond.
Dedication of New Organ
The dedication of the new No.
5 Bayldwin Electronic organ and
chimes was held at the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church Sunday
night with the following pro
gram: The opening; choral re
sponse; invocation and fiord's
Prayer; Holy Scriptures; presen
tation of the organ arid chimes by
the chairman of the board of trus
tees; acceptance of the organ and
chimes by tlw pastor; organ solo;
of

dedication

and

‘I

/

MRS. HELEN M RICH
Correspondent
Telephone 2214

prayer
i- *

KNOX THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Faces Added Cost

F' •'
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Continued from Page One
'Wk:Ms.„.a
next three years (1952-1953-1964)
and possibly in 1955. This would,
of course, mean an increased bud
get.
The real problem, however, is to
work out some suitable solution for
providing three or possibly four
more classrooms to take care of the
anticipated increase in enrollment '
There is no assurance, moreover,
that the births in 1951 will not
again increase to a number that
will have to be divided into two ,
sections when they reach grade one.
Suggested Housing Solutions
The following are suggested ways 1
of providing the extra classrooms, j
These suggestions are not recom- J
mendations but will give a start to
ward constructive thinking of pos
Departing from his Belvedere role and a young college professor. The sible ways of overcoming the prob
Clifton Webb leads a trio of co- .duplications which arise, from lem.
1. If the sub-primary is elimin-!
stars, Anne Francis, Charles Bick this situation and the enmity that
ford
and
William
Lundigan, develops between the families of ated the situation would be remithrough some hilarious antics in the girl and the boy all add up to died for one year. The second year,
Elopement” Twentieth Century a swiftly moving story which Di however, the same overcrowded
Pier Angell, sensational discovery of 'Teresa,” becomes romantically
Fox's human interest comedy which lector Henry Koster has embel condition would exist. If this plan
were followed, in my opinion, it involved with Stewart Granger in her second American picture, “The
opens its local engagement at the lished with deft direction.
would mean less achievement for
Touch,” coming to the Knox screen Friday and Saturday. George
Strand Theatre today. In the pic
‘ Elopement” will continue its lo the bovs and eirls and would he a Anders also stars in the M-G-M story of adventure and intrigue filmed
ture Webb plays the role of a har cal engagement through Saturday
against the exotic backgrounds of Sicily and North Africa. On the
ried though sharp tempered parent night with complete shows at 2, 6.25 definite step backward. I feel that same program: Bobby Driscoll in "When I Grow Up."
this plan should not be considered. ________ _______________________ ___ ___________________________
who worries about the daughter and 8.30 p. m. daily.
2. Try to rearrange the schedule Such a scheme would be temporary
Camden Theater
: at the High School in such a man- and any money spent to provide
□oris Robinson at Southwest Har Christie Whitney, Mrs. Maude
ner that another classroom will be- such a space would in one sense be
bor.
Walker, Mrs. Alice Straub, Mrs.
A warning was issued today by
j come available. If this is done, the wasted,
Mrs. Florence Butterfield left Madolyn Hanscom, Mrs. Laura
Jim Johnson manager of the Cam
students in the upper four grade
recently to spend the Winter with Page, Mrs. Alice Marston, cradle
5. Make existing gymnasum into den Theatre that “Because of Eve,"
will be crowded You will recall
her daughter and family, Mr. and roll, Mrs. Leolene Hyssong, Mrs that 16 seniors are being graduated classrooms. This would furnish two now showing, was not for the faint
Evelyn Crockett; music committee.
Mrs. Francis Dow.
and upwards of 40 freshmen will large classrooms. The cost of mak-1 hearted
Miss Leona Ames and Miss Lil Charles Marston, Mrs. Clara Lane, enter next year. Here again the ing the above change would be
picture is the most reaJ.
lian Chow of Honolulu. Hawaii, Mrs. Arlene Wood. Mrs Arlene situation would be remedied for quite high, but probably less than istlc ever screened,” he declared,
were Ohristmas guests of Miss Small;.
one year only. A combination of new construction. If this sugges- • It is only fair to warn the people
Janitor, Rev. Carl Small; or
Ames' parents and family, Mr. and
community that some of
No. 1 and No. 2 would provide two t.on were followed, basketball and 0{
Mrs. Leonard Ames. Misses Ames ganist, Mrs. Clara Lane; nominat extra rooms
but immeasurable other activities now held In the I the scenes have caused other auand Chow returned to their studies ing committee, Mrs. Alice Marston, damage would be done to the edu gjm would have to be held else-1 diences to wince and shudder in
at Wilmington College, Wilming one year; Mrs. Diana Pitts, two cational setup.
where and would cause more or I their stark reality.”
years; Mrs. Lina Joyce, three
ton, Ohio. Saturday.
3 Make two classrooms out of less inconvenience.
“It is a picture that faithfully
Royce Carroll was dinner guest [ years; Sunday School superintend the present auditorium In the high
6. Build additional rooms on the ■ portrays the facts of life in actual
Sunday at the home of Mr. and ent, Rev. Carl Small; assistant school building. Here again the Libby School. This building was filmings from life, but some peoSunday School
superintendent,
Mrs. Russell Staples.
functions of the upper four grades designed in such a way that addl-! pie just are not built with the
Ralph Staples. Jr., is visiting Wallace Page; Sunday School sec would be cramped. Possibly the tional rooms could be constructed.! stamina to see the birth scenes
his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. retary and treasurer, Mrs. Lena gymnasium could be used as an- This, naturally is the best solution: and others which leave nothing to
Russell Staples. He will return i Tominski.
auditorium and gymnasium com to the problem. It does seem rath-! the imagination. Don’t come if
home Friday.
Watch Night Service
bined. If this suggestion were car er ‘‘rough’’ asking taxpayers for | you have a week heart or a tenMrs. Blanche Harkinson of
Approximately 60 attended the ried out, the State Department of more classrooms within two years clency to faint."
Providence, R. I., visited over the
Manager Johnson promised there
Watch Night Service at the Bap Education would need to be con after they have invested more than
week-end with Mrs. Enos Ingra
tist Church Monday night. The sulted to determine if the auditor 895,000 in a relatively new school; would be two nurses in attendance
ham and Mrs Ruth Erickson.
group gathered in the auditorium ium area is suitable from the stand building. The condition that Thom- at all showings of "Because of
aston finds itself in is not peculiar' Eve" to render first aid.
Baptist Annual Meeting
for prayer and hymn singing. Two point of light .health and safety.
4. Find housing in a building to that locality but is being felt in' The film, produced in Hollywood
The annual business meeting of religious films "Scenes from the
. with an outstanding cast, will be
the Rockport Baptist Church was Holy City as It is Today" and other than the existing buildings. many localities.
This paper has been written with shown to separate men and women
held Thursday night. The follow ‘“God's Plans on Your Own Back This would also need to be checked
ing officers were elected: Clerk, Yard.” Refreshments were served carefully by the authorities to see the sole intention of informing the audiences only, he added with wornMrs. Marian Cash; treasurer, Al in the vestry with Mrs. Alice Mars that youngsters have a safe and school board and the citizens of' en and girls of high school age
bert Rhodes; auditor, Mrs. Clara ton, Mrs. Ella Overlock. Albert sanitary place to attend school. Thomaston of the probable need scheduled at 2 and 7 p. m. and men
for more classrooms in the near fu- and high school boys at 9 p. m.
Lane; missionary treasurer, Mrs. ’ Rhodes and Harry Straub on the
Lord s ture. It was not the intent of the
anthem.
The
! sponse.
Maude Walker; deacons, Arthur j refreshment committee.
Sengs were enjoyed by a quartet, Prayer, ’ the Senior Choir; dedi- writer to attempt to solve the prob problem Please be assured that
Walker, one year, William Whit
ney. two years, Charles Marston, j Dorothy Staples. Judy Rhodes, cation; solo, “The Holy City," lem or tell the people how to go shall be glad to help in any way
three years; pulpit committee, dea- ! Pat Thompson and Carol Cash, Robert Laite; offering; selections, about remedying the situation. I that I can.
cons; finance committee, Charles Mrs. Blanche Harkinson of the Camden Men's Chorus; the Reces- am sure that everyone wants the
Buford Grant
Marston, one year; Arthur Walker, ■ Providence Bible Institute gave a siortal Hymn; Benediction and youngsters to have good schools and
Superintendent of Schools
will find a way of solving the above November 24, 1951”
two years; William Whitney, three ' short talk on religious work. Mrs. Choral Anthem.
years; Harry Straub, four years; Harkinson is leaving in the near
future to do missionary work in
Albert Rhodes, five years.
Reception of members commit Germany. Harry Straub and Mrs.
tee, deacons. Mrs. Edith Overlook, Arlene Small gave a violin and
Miss Helen Small; baptismal com- , piano duet and Wallace Page sang
mittee, Charles Marston, Albert a solo. As the New Year arrived
Rhodes, Mrs. Ella Overlock, Mrs. each prayed for a peaceful world
Wilma Rhodes; ushers, Wallace for all. In closing, a film "The
Page, Albert Rhodes, Jack Hys- J Bible on the Table" was shown.
/
song; flower committee, (Mrs.

also

Fred KOHLMAR • Henry KOSTER • Bess TAFFEL

*tor,,n« Ronald

ROCKPORT
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050

the sentiment seems to be running
along lines of keen disappointment
over the lack of real effort by our
allies and the impression that our
allies are dragging their feet. The
first effect on these impressions
will be seen on the appropriations
legislation. Military and foreign
aid appropriations are going to en
counter much tougher sledding this
year.
The traveling Senators and Rep
resentatives have been criticized as
“junketeers.” I think that for the
greater part their trips have been
worthwhile to the American people
because they return better in
formed on what they are legislating
on—and in the long run what they
learned may save the American
taxpayers a great deal of money
with appropriations being cut. I
didn't do any traveling this year
except in my home State of Maine.
Camden Theatre So I will have to talk to those of
my colleagues who did travel
NOW! AND TOMORROW around the world and get the in
formation second hand from them
ADULTS ONLY
instead of having seen it first hand.
I will trade what I learned from
Imarked-Jmarked— the people of Maine during my
travel around the State immedi
Ib.caux he
’become the made
■ played WILDLYiher own rules for ately after Congress adjourned in
I of LIFE!
t the game of LIFE! which time of a total of three
weeks I made more than 50
speeches around the State.
The world travelers will un
doubtedly have valuable informa
tion to give me on what they
learned from their travel in for
eign countries—but I will be able
to give as valuable, if not more
valuable, information on what I
learned from the people of Maine
in my travel throughout the State.
In closing, may I wish each and
AN ALL STAR HOLLYWOOD
every one of "you a very happy and
CAST BRINGS YOU THE
good 1952. May it be a year of
ASTOUNDING FACTS OF THE real peace under the divine guid
ance of God.
WORLD S BEST KEPT SECRET!

with Reg.nald Gardiner • Evelyn Yarden • Marga.oG.I more
Produced by

James C. Conners. Social Studies
teacher in Thomaston High School
has introduced a new method of
classroom study for his students
with the use of Time, The Weekly
Newsmagazine as the basis for cur
rent affairs discussion, according to
an annuoncement from the Direct
or of Time’s Educational Bureau
Mr. Conners is the first teacher in
the Thomaston school system to
use Time in the classroom. In addi
tion to the use of the national
newsmagazine itself. Mr. Conners’
students have the advantage of
valuable classroom teaching aids
supplied without charge by Time.
From Time's head office in New
York comes a weekly discussion
Outline, bulletin board size map en
largements from Time and Life to
heighten the students' interest in
the news, and a list of important
dates for each student's notebook.
Students will receive Monthly
News Questions prepared for Time
and will be invited to participate
in Time’s famous Current Affairs
Contest to measure their grasp of
news events More than 1,500.000
secondary school students have par
ticipated in' this annual contest
since its inception in 1935.
In making Time available to his
students, Mr. Conners has access
to the facilities of the largest mag
azine newsgathering organization in
the world. In addition to informa
tion and classroom materials sup
plied by Time, tearshuets of articles
from Life are also available to him.
Sixty-two thousand High School
students throughout the country
are now including Time as part of
their regular classroom curriculum.
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Nylon Bestform
Girdle
$3.88

I
;

AND

‘BESTFORM’

OTHER

GIRDLES

Regularly $5.95 to $7.95

Spectacular Savings. Not closeouts or odds and ends but brand new,
perfect quality, best selling styles.
Outstanding selection including zipper girdles end side hocks in Nylon, Rayon
Satin, Rayon Jacquard. Girdle end panty styles.

GIRDLES and PANTIES
Regularly $3.95 to $5.95
Bestform and other Famous
Brands. Wonderful selection of
choice Junior styles in Nylon
end lece Lestex.

■y ,

"FAMOUS GIRDLES'
Others $5.88 and $6.88. Regular $6.95 to $16.

A
’

088

Including Bestform, Nylon all-inones, front end beck lace cor
sets, rayon satin boned gar
ments end many others.

"FAMOUS BRAND" BRAS
Brand new, perfect quality . . . First time et this low price. Nylons, rayon
satins, cottons in ell sizes end colors.

P1AYTEX GIRDLES... $3.95
The famous Latex girdles, never before at sale
prices.

$l-$1.50 CARTE* (ELTS.. .T»e
Sl.te LOMCUNE MAS .. »Te

2-Way STRETCHEES
Girdles end panties with Jac
quard and Nylon embroidered
panels end trim. Pink end white.
Some detachable crotch panties.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Hanson, Mrs.
Eleanor Glover and Mrs Sally
Haskell will be the hostesses at the
meeting of the Odds and Ends in
the Congregational parlor Thurs
day night at 730.

Social Matters
Opportunity Class will meet with
Mrs. Bernice Leach, 52 Masonic
street. Thursday night at 7.30.

y

Word has been received ol the
marriage at Kadmiah Synagogue.
Worcester. Mass , of Jack Smalley,
formerly of this city and Miss
Fannie Kravitz of Worcester. Mr
Smalley will be well and favorably
remembered as a son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jacoo Smalley.

Pvt. Edward T. Greenleaf, Jr.,
spent four days at Christmas time
with his wife, Mrs. Della Greenleaf
of 5 Masonic street place and his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward T.
Greenleaf. Sr., of 61 Rankin street.
Pvt Greenleaf is taking his basic
training at Port Dix, N. J., pre
paring for O.CS. at Fort Benning,
Ga
Reduction on all Hats. Jessie
Aylward Hat Shop, 375 Main St.,
over Paramount Restaurant. 1-2

Anita Berliawsky arrived from
Mr. and Mrs. Earle E Gavett and
New York Monday and is visiting daughter Anne returned to Orono,
her brother Nathan Berliawsky at Sunday after spending the holiday
The Thorndike Hotel.
recess with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Archie Bowley, Traverse’
Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess enter street. Mr. Gavett, a senior at {he j
tained at a tea Monday afternoon University of Maine, is majoring in
at her home on Summer street
Agricultural Education. He will do
practice teaching at the Herman
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. will (Maine) High School, for the re
meet Monday afternoon at 2.30 in mainder of the semester.
the Farnsworth Museum. Major 1
Olive P. Shadie, Ret A.N.C. will j
Troop No. 10 girl scouts held
be guest speaker and show colored
their
Christmas party in the scout
slides.
room with all members and their
Pfc. Fred H Morrison spent sev-1 leaders, Mrs. Leona Whitehill and
en days at Christmas time with Mrs. Kathleen Harriman present.
his mother and stepfather, Mr and An exchange of gifts were made
Mrs. Herman Simmons of- 5 Ma from a grab bag. Each girl received
sonic street place He left Satur a key ring from their leaders and
day to spend New Years with his a girl scout blouse from the troop.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles1 Refreshments were served. The first
Mixer of Reading, Mass. Pfc. Mor-| meeting in the New Year will be
rison re-enlisted last May. He held tonight at 7 o’clock in the
served three years during the years Bok Home for nurses. Their project
for the year is new uniforms.
of World War II. from 42 to 45.

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

HAND CREAM
SOSO VALUE

for a limited time only
A

non-oily, delightfully fragrant cream that dis

appears into skin as it protects and softens.
Prevents chapping when used before and after
exposure

Super 10-uunce size—/tu. , . c
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First Quality FOAM PILLOW, 7.50 value
—PERCALE ZIPPER COVER
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SNOW WHITE
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By CHATHAM

PADS

Nationally Advertised

ZIZ-ZAG QUILTING

at 32.95

Mr. and Mrs. H L Esslinger of
Flushing, L I., N. Y., spent the
Christmas holidays with her par
ents, Ml. and Mrs E. C. Patterson,
25 Lawrence street.

THOMASTON NEW YEAR BRIDAL

Mr and Mrs. Donald N Calderwood entertained at a New Years
Eve party at their home on Birch
street, a social evening with cards
was followed by buffet lunch at
midnight. Guests were: Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Call, Mr and Mrs.
Richard Havener, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Fogarty and Mr and
Mrs. Myron Cummings.

Miss Ruth Bowley. R N., who is
on the staff at the Maine General
Hospital, Portland, spent the week
end with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Bowley.
Mr and Mrs. Bernard Nelson
and daughter Sheryl and Mr and
Mrs. Austin Nelson and son Jo
seph spent the New Years holiday
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Jo
seph Gath and Miss Beatrice Al
derman in Duxbury, Mass. A high
light of their trip was a ride on the
Edaville Railroad
through the
Cranberry bogs at Carver, Mass.,
showing the beautiful display of
holiday decorations.

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Eula Gerrlsh. 27 James street. Mrs. Louise
Ingraham will conduct the Worship
Sergeant and Mrs. Floyd E. Dailey.
service. A program on Legislative
work will be presented wth Paul K.
Sergeant Floyd E. Dailey. USA. Sergeant Dailey, a veteran of 11
Stewart, superintendent of the
of Rockland and Daphane Flor years' Army service, served with
Christian Civic League as guest
ence Rave of Thomaston were the 82d Airborne Division in Eu
speaker.
rope in World War 2. He is soon
_____
married Monday evening at the
to leave for duty in Korea
Sylvia Snowman, daughter of home of Mrs. Florence Benner in He is the son of Mrs. Hiram A.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Snowman ob Thomaston. The single-ring serv Young of Rockland and Frank J.
served her fifth birthday with a ice was performed by Rev. Charles Dailey of Camden. The bride is
party Monday afternoon at her Monteith of Rockland Congrega the daughter of Mrs Thomas B
home on Willow street. After the tional Church.
Hart of Thomaston.
opening of many lovely gifts a pen
ny hunt was held with Beverly
Conary-Bray
Congdon winning the prize. Re
freshments, Including three birth
Municipal Judge Wiley C. ConBetween
day cakes were served. Guests ary, 70-year-old native of Blue
The Bookends
were: Larry Snowman, Charles Hill, recently was married in
Novicka, Eileen
Hare, Beverly Rockland to Mrs. Alice Mae Bray,
Congdon, Patricia Jones, Ronald 53, a native of Bucksport.
Rl’FUS JONES SPEAKS TO
Beal, Richard Beal. Gall Wooster,
It was the second marriage for
OUR TIME
Timothy
Flanagan.
Lawrence both. Judge Conary’s first wife
Ecsancy, Donald Payson, Alison died two years ago.
Rufus Jones, a native of South
Novicka. Feme Libby, Florence
The Rockland ceremony was per China, Maine, former Professor of
Fraanelli, Wayne Young, Darrell formed in the parsonage of the
philosophy at Haverford College
Staples of Rockland and Carol Sta Congregational Church by Rev. and minister of the Society of
ples of Camden. Arnold McConchie Charles R Monteith in the pres Friends, still speaks to us, still
and Harold Snowman were special ence of two witnesses. Mr. and lights candles for young and old
guests. Mrs. Snowman was assisted Mrs. Lawrence Rosen of Bucks who will listen to his wisdom
by Miss Phyllis Shute, Mrs. Staf port.
Everything that was in his books—
ford Congdon, Mrs. Wendell Jones
Judge and Mrs. Conary left im he wrote more than fifty of them—
and Mrs. Shirley Beal.
mediately for a trip to Boston, but was in the man. Dr. Harry Emer
are now at their Bucksport home. son Fosdick in the Introduction to
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just re
The veteran jurist has been ‘Rufus Jones Speaks To Our Time”
ceived. White Dresses for Lodge Bucksport’s municipal judge the iMacmillan. New York, $4.00• says
work. Misses and Womens Sizes. 16 past 20 years, but before his .ap of the writings, "When I read Rufus
School Street.
2-lt
pointment to the bench, he had Jones’ writings, a uniquely radiant
practiced law many years in personality is talking to me.”
Hancock County, where he and his With great enthusiasm Dr. Fos
new bride are widely-known.
dick has undertaken to compile and
Mrs. Conary’s mother. Mrs. • Al edit this anthology, not only be
bert H Little, also is a resident of cause of his deep admiration for
Bucksport Her father, who died the man and author, but because
several years ago, was a widely- Rufus Jones has deeply influenced
known town official, having been a his own life and writing. The
selectman many years.
present volume has a direct bear
ing on the present time. It will
Miss Barbara Robinson returned give readers of the present access to
to New York Wednesday after parts of Jones' writings now un
spending the holidays with her par available.
besides lighting new
ents. Mr and Mrs. Clyde V. Rob candles for them.
Luxury Percale
inson, Camden street.
“We cannot explain our normal
SHEETS
selves or account for the best
Theto Rho G ris Club will meet
things we know—or even for our
at I. O. O. F Hall tonight, at 7
BATES
condemnation of our poorer, lower
o’clock.
self—without an appeal to and
Mr. and Mr Cordon Thompson acknowledgement of a divine Guest
of Burnt Hills. N. Y„ were guests and Companion who is the real
over the week-end and holiday presence of our central being,” is
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John quoted from The Inner Life.
“The most august thing in us is
Thompson, Crescent street.
that creative center of our being,
Mrs. Donald Perry entertained that autonomous citadel of person
the Wednesday Night Club last ality, where we form for ourselves
night at a dinner party at her ideals of beauty, of truth, and of
home on Grove street. The rooms goodness by ’ which we live. We
were festive with Christmas greens create, by some higher drive of
and the table decorations were of spirit, visions of a world that
unusual beauty. The attractive ought to be and these visions make
place cards caused much merri us forever dissatisfied with the
ment and enjoyment. The eve world that is, and it is through
ning was devoted to auction with these visions that we reshape and-prizes being won by Mrs. Walter reconstruct the world which is
C. Ladd. Mrs. John Chisholm and being made,” is quoted from the
Mrs. Louis B. Cook Mrs Ray Fo same book. He goes on to say. "It
puts the basis of religion at the
ley won the traveling prize.
center of man's life where it be
For social items in The Courier- longs.” The spirit of man is con
Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tf tinually proving to be a “candle of

Betrothed

The annual Watch Night service
was held Monday night at the First
Baptist Church, nearly 100 staying
through to the midnight hour.
Young people of the church,
home for the holidays from Gor
don College and Providence Bible
Institute, participated in the open
ing service. Helpful messages for
the new year were brought by Jo
seph Mills, Raymond Pendleton,
-'or,a d Taylor and John Blackman
A message in song was given by
Mrs Barbara Mills, accompanied
by Alberta Sprague: and Raymond
Pendleton led the singing.
A soc.al period was enjoyed with
refreshments served by the Browne
Club and a Bible base-ball quiz
was conducted by Mr. MacDonald.
The last hour of the old year was
spent in a service of prayer and
consecration in the church auditorius Mr MacDonald spoke on the
need of a closer walk with God
and the following Scripture passage
from Proverbs 3:5-6 was chosen as
the
church
motto
for
the
r.ew year: Trust in the Lord with
all thine heart; and lean not unto
thine own understanding In all
thy ways acknowledge Him. and
He shall direct thy paths.”

Engaged

Miss Esther Hall

Mr and Mrs Vesper Hall of
Rock: ille announce the engage
ment of their daughter Miss Es
ther M. Hall to David K. Ramsdell
son of Mis. Helena A and the late
Oilman L. Ramsdell of Rockland.
Miss Hall is a graduate of Rock
port High School and is employed
as an operator at the Telephone
office in Rockland. Mr. Ramsdell
graduated from Rockland High
School and is employed by Hall and
Cain Heating and Plumbing Co.,
Rockland.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.
its crowning service. If, in the
confused, chaotic world we could
find his trail of life and follow it,
we could reproduce the experience
which an early Quaker gratefully
described "I felt the evil in me
weakened and the good raised up.”
L. R. Fuller.

Priscilla Carter
Mrs. J. C. Simmons of Friend
ship announces the engagement
of her daughter, Priscilla H. Carter
to James A Lawton, H N -on of
Mr and Mrs Percy Lawton of
Providence, R I.
Miss Carter graduated from
Waldoboro High School in 1946
and from Golden School of Beauty
Culture in 1950. She is presently
employed in a Portland BeautySalon.
Mr. Lawton graduated from
Central High School of Providence
in 1948 and has been in the Navy
for the past three years. He is
now stationed at Washington, D.C.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

TENANT’S HARBOR
The annual meeting of Eureka
Lodge FAM., will be held tonight,
with a 6 o'clock supper.
The Bluebird Party will follow
the annual meeting of Naomi
Chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening
A 6.30 covered dish supper will be
served.

Admissions: Mrs. Inez Dodge,
I City: John Holmes, City; Albert
Brickley, City Alfred Piourd, City;
Mrs. Elizabeth Townsend, Thom
aston Baby Karen Marks, Thom
aston. Master Frederick Lee. Wal
doboro; Mrs. Nazara Nasser. City;
Mrs. Winifred Percy, Port Clyde;
Baby Virginia Batty, Spruce Head;
Mrs Lillian Joyce. City; Allen Lyupm. South Dakota; Mrs. Adelma
Lind. City; Mrs. Annie Clark,
Rockport; Mrs. Eva Pease, City.
—KCGH Discharges Cynthia Ann Rich
ards. Friendship; Basil Winchen
baugh. City; Mrs. Myrtle Stanley,
baby boy, City: Forest Gardner, Ci
ty; Mrs. Edna Earl. Camden; Miss
Glenice Thompson. City; Mrs. Dor
othy Blastow and baby boy, City;
Mrs. Arlene Dean, City; Mrs.
Maude Hibbard, St. George; Baby
j Virginia L. Batty, Spruce Head;
I Mrs. Winifred Percy, Port Clyde;
John Holmes. City.

the Lord.”
It is the hope of Dr. Fosdick that
WALDOBORO
one effect of this anthology will be
to send the reader directly to Ru
Among the returned Korean
fus Jones’ books. That would be veterans arriving in Seattle was
Pvt, 2. Edwin E. Noyes of Wal
At this time of year all colleges doboro.
are judged good or bad—according
to the success of their football
Burdell’s Dress Shop Just re
teams.
ceived. New- group Junior Dresses.
Sizes 9 to 15. 16 School street. 2-lt
Winter Clearance Sale. AJfreda
Perry, 7 Limerock Street.
2-3 Subs-nbe to The Couiier-Gazette

Thank you for making our open
ing a grand success. Our aim is to

serve you with the best quality and

JANUARY
FAST COLOR

25 ",

WOOL

PLAID

CHENILLE

BEDSPREADS

BLANKET

FULL OR TWIN SIZE

4.98

One Hundred There

Annual Watch Night Service
Held At First Baptist
Church

ROSE OR BLUE
FULLY GUARANTEED

VALUE

Me SeWlT

i

5.98
VALUE

CLEARANCE SALE

largest assortment of merchandise

obtainable throughout the

New

Year.
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.—Jan. 3. 4, 5

COATS REDUCED 30% TO 50%
SNOWSUITS REDUCED 20 <
WOOL SKIRTS REDUCED 20%
PARTY DRESSES REDUCED TO HALF-PRICE

THE

All Sizes Including Sub-Teens

CLEARANCE SALE PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
LOOK FOR THE SPECIALS IN YARN, HOSIERY, STATIONERY, MEN’S WEAR

Senier- Crane ’s

HATS REDUCED TO HALF-PRICE
10‘. OFF ON ALL MERCHANDISE
DURING SALE

CHILDREN'S SPECIALTY SHOP
375 MAIM STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
VINALHAVEN — WALDOBORO

MELODY SHOP
11 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1404
2*S

Fine ElflW
DAY BY DAY STORY OF 1951
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 3, 1952

the seventh season of the Hart- "Rlgoletto" In the Bing Crosby film
California Led
“Here Comes the Groom” by the
i ford Symphony Orchestra.
• • • •
young singer, Anna Marla AlberPablo Casals, the famous cellist— j ghetti. Anna Maria has recently Had Big Population Gain In
probably the greatest in the world made a recording of this number.
Past Decade—New York
— has always been an interesting In it she is accompanied by mem
Detailed Review Of Past Year Will Pro
Next
figure, and in recent years he has bers of the Metropolitan Opera
California, New York and Texas,
i become more and more so I think Orchestra, directed by Alfredo Anvide Unusual Interest
Donald Merriam’s attendance at tonini. The review of the record in that order, led all the other
Gladys S. Heistad
; the unique Casals Festival in says—"There is something affect States In population gain from 1940
earlier in the year
(Second Installment)
Southern France last Summer in- ing about the child’s singing, and to 1950. census director Roy V. Peel
J creased our interest in Casals, too, many of the phrases are beautiful, announces.
Oct. 4—Lawrence Portland Cement Nov. 10—Work was well underway
Company took the firm name of
so that it is not amiss to tell you but there is a sense of effort, a
on the Route 17 cutoff between
He said the 1966 census gave Cali
Among the wealth of interesting sent orchestra, in point of active
Dragon Cement Company, adopt
about the recent announcement good deal of breathiness, and some fornia an increase of 3,078,838, New
Blackmgton's Corner and the
materia! sent me by Lillian Whit service, is Louis Ricci, who plays
made in Paris—to the effect that divagation from pitch. “On the re York 1950.059 and Texas 1990970.
ing the brand name which, the
foot of Chickawaukie Lake.
more, now of Boston, have been the French horn. Mr. Ricci joined
Casals turned down an invitation verse side she sings an elaborate These included "natural” increases
Thomaston plant had made fa Nov. 13—Children's art classes were
several programs of the Concert the orchestra in 1917, which makes
*» «»
to appear at United Nations music version of "The Last Rost of Sum —an excess of births over deaths—
mous.
opened at Farnsworth Museum
and Lecture Series, correlating mu his tour of duty 34 years. The art
festival
in that city, because of his mer.”
Oct. 6—The PTA of Tyler School
with Mrs Flora Cullen the in
and “in-migration," arrival of new
sic and art, in the Museum of Fine icle in the New York Times adds:
L Wa
•• • •
opposition to the General Assem
built a lunch room for the school
structor.
residents from other States.
“In some respects Mr. Ricci has
Arts on alternate Sunday after
bly's decision last year revoking The Way To A Happy New Year
and equipped it without cost to Nov. 13—Bob Perry of Camden was
California had a natural increase
noons. I have chosen a few at ran it easier than his 1842 colleagues.
the ban against sending ambassa To leave the old with a burst of of 1.019.836 plus 2,659,000 arrivals
the city.
busy painting 230 feet of murals
dom—which seem particularly ap At least he does not have to usher
song,
dors to Franco Spain.
from out of State. New York's nat
Oct. 9—McLain School and Princi
Miss- Maine — Beverly Ann
for a Seabrook, N. H . Summer es
pealing—that of Nov. 4 had as the in the audience, and he earns bet
To recall the right and forgive the ural increase was 1,083.060, phi}
I
Several
months
ago
United
NaEmery
of
Auburn
—
a
Miss
pal Doris MacDougal was fea
ter
than
a
grand
total
of
$15
for
a
tablishment.
lecture "Flemish Art Under the
wrong;
contestant in the an
268.000 from out of State. Texas
tured in the national magazine Nov. 13----- Rockland's Tigers end America
Habsburgs.—’’ by Julius S Held, season’s work. And Mr. Ricci does ' tions officials approached Casals
nual Atlantic City Pageant,
1 asking him to take part in the an To forget the thing that binds you had a natural rise of 1.269,830, plus
“Pageant" with pictures by Kosnot
have
to
play
standing
up,
Proiessor
of
Fine
Arts.
Barnard
makes
one
of
the
first
contribu

ed a mighty sad football season.
fast
tions to the 1952 March of
to Ruohoma.
College and Columbia University, something that the Philharmonic nual music observation marking To the vain regrets of the year 28.000 from out-of-State.
Nov. 15—William Koster, garage Dimes. The March of Dimes
Twenty-six States recorded popu
and Music for Lute and Virginals musicians 109 years ago had to en the anniversary of the adoption by
Oct. 9—A 33-inch, 16 pound redmanager, was elected president period has been doubled to in
that’s past;
by Suzanne Bloch, lutenist, singer dure, with the inevitable result to the Assembly of the Internationl To have the strength to let go your lation losses because more people
fish was landed at Rockland, the
of the Rockland Chamber of clude all January because of
Human Rights.
left them than came into them. But
the record polio toll of the last
to the lute, player of virginals and their dispositions at the end of the Declaration on
largest on record for the port and
Commerce.
hold
four years.
‘
in 22 of the 26 the losses were off
evening, not to mention their Casals, it is reported, sent back
recorders.
possibly for all ports. The mon Nov. 15—The Chamber of Com
Of
the
not
worth
while
of
the
days
word that he could not appear be
set by natural increases to give
ster came out of the sea in the
Nov. 18 Karl Geiringer, Professor aches."
merce and the school system
grown old,
cause of his disappointment in the
•♦**
them a net population increase.
nets of the trawler Billow
of
History
of
Music
and
Musicology
came out with an offer to train
Still Quite A Few
To dare go forth with a purpose
Among the many delightful let Assembly’s action in Spain.
Another 22 States and the Dis
at Boston University College of
Oct. 9—The Supreme Court ruled
prospective workers for new in
true,
Not only is Casals regarded as a
ters received at this holiday time
trict of Columbia had net gains
Music, lectured on the Golden Age
the Maine sales tax constitution
dustry through the vocational
unknown task of the year
New York City’s Population of the Arts in Vienna," tieing in is one from Jimmie O'Hara who great cellist and composer, but he To the
from out-of-State arrivals in addi
shop program. The plan drew na
al.
that's new;
will always seem a part of Rock has come to be considered almost a
tion to an increase of births over
Gain
“
Moderate,
”
But
with
the
fabulous
Vienna
Collec

tionwide
attention.
To
help
your
brother
along
the
Oct. 13—Rockporters found their
land. In part he writes from his symbol of Republican Spain. In
deaths.
Nobody
’
s
Lonesome
tion
now
on
exhibit
at
the
Museum,
Knox
road
schools overcrowded and started Nov. 17—Players In the
1945 he vowed never to make a
Hartford home:
Mississippi, Oklahoma and Ar
and tiie concert was given by The
County Composite Band traveled
out to see what could be done to
"Oct. 6 I passed my fourth public appearance until the regime To do his work and to lift his load; kansas had the largest losses, due
A moderate 8.6 percent increase
New
York
Trio
with
the
program
to
Connecticut
for
a
concert.
To
add
your
gift
to
the
world's
provide the community with
milestone at the Garde Hotel. I’m of Generalissimo Francisco Franco
in New York City’s population over
to people leaving the States, with
devoted to the Golden Age of Mu
Nov. 20—The Maine Lobster A Sea
good cheer,
adequate schoolroom facilities.
still playing there seven nights a was removed He kept this vow un
the next 20 years is predicted by
455.000. 446,000, and 434.000, reepecsic
in
Vienna,
Beethoven
and
Mo

foods
Festival
announced
earn

Is
to
have
and
to
give
a
Happy
Oct. 13—Sylvania Electric Corpor
week During June, July and Au til 1950 when he agreed to give a
Col. John J. Bennett. City Plan
tlvely. These were partially offset
zart
being
the
represented
compos

ings of $3,365 29 from the '51 ning Commissioner.
New Year.
ation was on the verge of leasing
gust I have Sundays off. Four Bach Festival in Prades where he
by natural increases of 450900 In
ers.
event.
the shoe factory at Waldoboro,
nights a week I have a trio-organ now makes his home. In September —Robert Brewster Beattie in “1006 Mississippi. 394.000 in Arkansas and
By analyzing trends in the birth
Dec.
2.
Margaretta
Salinger
of
Nov.
20
—
A
battle
was
on
over
large
Quotable
Poems
"
and later did Just that.
clarinet and drums. This is Wed of this year the 75-year-old Casals
and death rates and the migration
343.000 in Oklahoma.
• • • •
boats scalloping in Penobscot in and out of the city, the research the Metropolitan Museum of Art, nesday through Saturday. On Mon gave another Festival In a town
Oct. 18—Mrs. Doris Canty. Herbert
The only other State with a to
lectured on "Court Painters, Titian
Bay waters. A hearing before
Happy New Year To You All!
Teel, Charles Niles and Philip
day and Tuesday I play alone for near Prades. and this is where
division of the Office of the Master
tal net loss in population because
and
Velazquez
”
and
the
concert
was
Commissioner
Dow
got
nowhere
Willet went into the potato dig
dancing. To put it more clearly— Donald Merriam attended the con
Plan, a part of the Planning Com
out-migration exceeded its natural
as there was no law to govern the • mission, estimated that the City's devoted to Italian Court Music, six night I play dinner music, 6 to certs.
ging business. They chose the
GLEN
COVE
gain was North Dakota, with out
given by Robert Brink, violinist,
size of boats in the bay. The sit
The musical observance celebrat
fields of the Maine State Prison
8 p. m., and there is music for
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bingham of migration of 121.000 and a natural
population will be 8.280,000 in 1960
and
Daniel
Pinkham,
harpsichord

uation later corrected itself as
at South Warren and landed in
dancing 9 to 12.30 six nights with ing Human Rights Day took place Glen Cove and Rockland have left increase of only 98,000.
and 8,570.000 in 1970—an increase ist.
the two big trawlers in question
court where they were fined.
the trio playing the last four days Dec. 10. It was held in the Palais | for Pinellas Park, Fla., where they
The Bureau said the 19.000,000
of 68.00 over the 1950 population
I was particularly interested in
went back to redflshing as a
Oct. 20—Massachusetts and Can
population increase for the nation
of 7.890,000.
- Suzanne Bloch, as she is often weekly. Sundays I play for two de Chaillot chamber, where the will spend the Winter.
more profictable trade.
adopted three
ada were about to put the
masses at church. 10 and 11 a. m Declaration was
included an 18.000,000 natural In
Although the expected increase
They say a few items have come crease and a 1,000,000 net gain from
“squeeze” on Maine in a new lob Nov. 22—The Camden Snow Bowl in the next two decades equals the mentioned in the music Journals and then I play at the Hotel 5 30 to years ago.
and
periodicals
She
is
the
daughter
•
•
*
»
organization
announced
that
the
down a little in price, but it is safe immigration.
ster size law, and later did just
present total population of Pitts of the renowned composer, Ernest 8.30 p. m.
Winter sports plant was debt free.
Many of us recall with delight to say that living expenses are on
that.
"When I read of Nate Berliawsky
burgh, twelfth largest city in the Bloch. Perhaps you will recall some
Read The Oourier-Gaaetts
Oct. 23—The annual
meeting of Nov. 21—Losses to poultrymen in country, the rise in each decade is
whom I know, having a trio night the singing of “Cara Nome’’ from the up and up.
time ago I told about Miss Bloch's
Knox and Lincoln
counties
Knox-Lincoln Extension Asso
considerably less than New York's energy in helping raise money to ly at his hotel, I sort of wish my
through an epidemic of Newcas
ciation was held at Thomaston
population increases have been in redecorate a church in the little Hammond was featured there so I
tle disease totaled 1106,877.
with Senator Margaret Chase
could see my old friends again. I
each of the last four decades.
Vermont town where she now lives.
Nov. 24—Dennis Collins,
Union
Smith as guest of honor.
In 1920, according to the United She not only gave the program but miss Rockland plenty, but I know
teen-ager who murdered his fa
Oct. 25—The centennial
of the
States Census Bureau, the increase made cookies as part of the re faces and places have changed. It
ther and was out on bail from a
THE GAS SERVICE (i) PEOPLE PREFER
Rockville Baptist Church was
is wonderful to have a few old
over the previous decade was 853,- freshments.
prision sentence, went back to
held.
000, or 179 percent; in 1930, it She is one of best known per friends and contacts. I received a
prison after the law court had
Oct. 27—The new Route 1 cutoff
was 23.3 percent; in 1940, 7.6 per formers and an authority in the card from dear Alice Erskine only
failed to uphold a legal techni
from Pleasant Gardens to Upper
cent. and in 1950, six percent. Ac field of early music. Studying the today.”
cality presented by his attorney.
Park street was nearing comple
Jimmie enclosed a clipping tellcording to the Planning Commis manuscripts
and
contemporary of the soloists for the Hartford
tion. Bad weather later held up Nov. 27—The Maine Lobster & Sea sion. the city’s population will in
editions of old music in museums
foods Festival officers for tha
the work until next Spring.
crease by only 49 percent by 1960 abroad, she became interested in Symphony for the 1951-52 season.
1952
show
were
elected
with
A performance of
Beethoven's
Oct. 27—Herbert Hawes was re
and 3.5 percent by 1970.
performing these works on instru
Clinton Gifford, garage manager, i
turned to the presidency of Union
Since the death rite is expected ments for which they were actually Ninth Symphony and concert! by
as president.
Pair at the annual meeting.
to remain constant at 9 9 a 1,000 written. The result was a special Richard Burgin, violinist (concert
RANGES-APPLIANCES
master of the Boston Symphony,)
Oct. 30—Seth Low of Rockland was Dec. 4—The new courtrooms for and the net migration from the
Knox Superior Court were offici city is expected to proceed at the ized study of the technique and Raymond Hanson,
pianist, and
named president of Knox County
For your convenience for service and paying bills,
ally opened. The remodeling pro rate of about 25,000 persons a year, style of performance on the virgin Moshe Paranov and Irene Kahn,
General Hospital, a position
al
harpsichord,
lute
and
recorder.
ject cost in the vicinity of $45,- trends in the birth rate became
duo-pianists, are slated as high
have opened an office at the Sea Coast Paint Co., 440
which he had held prior to serv
• e • e
000 and possibly a little more.
lights. The Connecticut Oratorioing in Legislature.
the determining factor in predict
In this particular program at the Chorale will sing in the famous
Main street, Rockland, Tel. 801-W.
Oct. 30—Cheever C.
Ames was Dec. 4—Charlie Wottonof Rockland ing the future population.
Museum of Fine Arts, Miss Bloch
veteran referee
of schoolboy
"Ninth,"
as
well
as
a
group
of
able
named to succeed Arthur Do
"The present resident birth rate
X
court battles over a 3O-year pe for the city of 18.8 is expected to chose many numbers from England soloists. The works of the noted
herty as city assessor. DohertyA. T. NORWOOD & SONS
from
1529 to 1630.
riod took to the floor for the decline to 16.5 by 1960 and to 16.0 ranging
French composer. Darius Milhaud,
had resigned to live in Massachu
Olancing
through
the
program
PHONE WARREN 22
156-3
last time as Ellsworth High by 1970.
will be featured in the concert by
setts.
notes I was caught by this para I Paranov and Kahn. This will be
School dedicated a new gym.
j
Oct. 30—The
Rockland
trawler
graph.
Wind, Capt. James Farrell, Dec. 5—The new Camden High
"The death of Benjamin Cosyn
PLEASANT POINT
School gymnasium was dedicated
burned off Halifax. All hands
in
1647, which followed closely his
Mrs.
Inez
Geyer
and
children
with President Hauck of the
took to the dories, which were
University of Maine as guest flew to Newfoundland last week, discharge from his post of organ
then burning. They were later
from there she was to go to Ger ist of the Chaterhouse when organs
speaker.
rescued by the trawler Theresa
Dec. 7—Sumner Pike of Lubec was many to Join her husband Beverly were banned from public worship,
R. of Portland.
seems to ring down a gloomy cur
guest speaker at the member din-1 Geyer who Is stationed there.
Nov. 1—Harry Stewart of Thomas
tain on the most vigorous and
Leslie
Young
and
Leroy
Seavey
ner
of
the
Chamber
to
be
held
in
ton, chairman of the Knox Coun
See /or yourself how a Chevrolet truck
have gone to Monhegan to help set wonderful era in English music,
10 years. He was a decided hit.
ty Selective Service Board, re
whose achievements can only be
signed in protest against prac Dec. 13—Blythe Perry, admitted out lobster traps.
Mrs. Sybil Young is visiting her compared with that other great
embezzler of better than $15,000
tices of the draft establishment
can cut your costs in every way
flowering of the Renaissance spir
from her employers went free on daughter in Rockland, Mrs. Made
nationally which permitted deit,
the
Elizabethan
drama.
”
It
probation from a one to two year line Wooster.
ferrments of which he did not
Mrs. Margaret Seavey is visiting caught my eye because you will re
prison sentence. The decision of
approve.
call that in my last week's column
the court was received with mixed In Camden.
Nov. 3—Alfred Niskala of Union
I spoke of the anti-Christmas feel
feelings in the country.
was named president of the Knox
Sheriff Willard Pease to succeed ing the Puritans instituted. It
County Poultry Improvement As Dec. 15—The Carltons, father and
seems to have been a very gloomy
John Sawyer who resigned.
sons of Union, and a woman
sociation at a meeting and
!
period, indeed.
companion on cattle rustling ex Dec. 23—Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kal
trades show which drew 800 in
•• • •
er of Rockland observed their
peditions received prison and
Union town hall.
Dec. 13. at Carnegie Hall, the
Golden
Wedding.
jail sentences in Knox Superior
Nov. 3—Day's Jewelers opened a
Dec. 24—Mr and Mrs. Leroy Burns Philharmonic-Symphony Society of
Court.
Rockland store in the location
of Union observed their Golden New York America's oldest sym
Dec.
18
—
Word
received
of
the
once occupied by Bell Shops.
phonic organization, celebrated its
Wedding.
death of Edward L. Stone of
Nov. 3—Mrs. Wilma Huntley of
5,060th concert of its 109-year-old
Thomaston in a plane crash in Dec. 25—Rockland civic clubs and
Rockland registered the first
existence. Outstanding figures in
charitable
organizations
distribu

New
Jersey
which
killed
56.
deer kill of the season, Nov. 1.
ted food, clothing and presents to musical, art and civic circles, as
Nov. 6—Foundations for a new kiln Dec. 22—The Atlantic Fishermen’s
some 256 homes in the city in well as a group of the “oldest”
Union was selected as bargaining
were started at the cement plant.
the two days prior to Christmas. subscribers, attended. As an histor
agent for the plant workers at
Nov. 8—Good neighbors in Waldo
Leading in the Yule effort were ic note and a quaint reminder of
the Birds Eye fillet plant.
boro were building a home for
the Elks, Kiwanls, Salvation Ar musical taste over a century ago,
Dec.
22
—
Robert
Crabtree
of
Cam

Roy Winchenbach who was crip
my and the city welfare depart George Szell who was on the po
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